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Abstract
The oddness of a multigraph was introduced by M. Kochol and the author. It is always a
nonnegative even number and for cubic multigraphs G, it measures how far G is away from
being 3-edge colourable. M. Kochol and the author proved that each bridgeless multigraph of
oddness at most 2 contains a 5-CDC, i.e. a cycle-double cover consisting of at most 5 Eulerian
subgraphs. In this paper, we extend this result to all bridgeless multigraphs of oddness at most 4
by providing some technics which perhaps will lead to even more extensions. As a consequence,
each bridgeless multigraph containing a spanning tree with at most 3 endvertices has 5-CDC.
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1. Introduction
In this paper, each graph G=(V; E) is nite, undirected, and may have loops and
multiple edges. As usual, V (G)=V and E(G)=E denote the set of the vertices of G
and the set of the edges of G, respectively. A component of G is a maximal connected
subgraph and a subgraph of G containing all vertices of G is called spanning. The
degree (G; x) of a vertex x of G is the number of edges incident to x where loops
are counted twice. As usual, vertices of degree 0 are called isolated and if (G; x)= 3
for each x2V , then G is called cubic. Let 
(G) be the set of all vertices of G with
odd degree and dene !(G) := j
(G)j (this is always an even integer). If !(G)= 0,
then G is called Eulerian (G need not be connected!). For each C E, we let G[C]
denote the spanning subgraph of G with edge set C and we dene V (G;C) to be
the set of all vertices that are incident to an edge of C. If G[C] is Eulerian, then C
is called a cycle. A circuit in G is always a nonempty cycle which is minimal by
inclusion (for convenience, cycles and circuits are always sets of edges). Note that
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each cycle is a disjoint union of circuits and if C is a circuit in G, then (G[C]; x)= 2
for each x2V (G;C) and there exists a component of G[C] with vertex set V (G;C).
For each circuit C, the chords of C are the edges of E − C that are only incident to
vertices of V (G;C).
Each edge of G not contained in a cycle of G is called a bridge. A k-cycle-double
cover (k-CDC) of G is a sequence (C1; : : : ; Ck) of cycles in G such that for each
f2E, there are exactly two indices i2f1; : : : ; kg with f2Ci. The well-known cycle-
double-cover-conjecture (see [10]) states that each bridgeless graph contains a k-CDC
for some k. In this paper, we deal with the following strengthening due to Celmins [1].
Conjecture 1 (Celmins [1]). Each bridgeless graph contains a 5-CDC.
As usual, a graph G is called k-edge colourable if there exist a k-edge colour-
ing (F1; : : : ; Fk) of G, i.e. E(G)=F1 +    + Fk , F1; : : : ; Fk are pairwise disjoint, and
(G[Fi]; x)61 for all i2f1; : : : ; kg and x2V (G). Note that if (F1; F2; F3) is a 3-edge
colouring of a cubic graph G, then (F1 + F2; F1 + F3; F2 + F3) is a 3-CDC of G and
thus Conjecture 1 is valid for all 3-edge colourable cubic graphs (see also [6]). The
purpose of this paper is to verify this conjecture for a class of graphs containing all
bridgeless cubic graphs that are ‘almost’ 3-edge colourable. To specify this class, we
now dene the oddness of a graph G according to [5]: Let C be a cycle in G. Then
a component H of G[C] is called odd if jV (H) \ 
(G)j is odd. Let !(G;C) be the
number of odd components of G[C] (this is an even number since !(G) is even).
Then (G) :=minf!(G;C);C is a cycle in Gg is called the oddness of G.
For instance, since !(G) is even, we have (G)= 0 if G contains a spanning con-
nected Eulerian subgraph such as a Hamiltonian circuit. If G is cubic, then (G) mea-
sures the ‘3-edge colourability’ of G: Note that in this case, for each cycle C in G,
there exist pairwise vertex-disjoint circuits C1; : : : ; Ck in G such that C =C1 +   +Ck ,
i.e. each component of G[C] consists of an isolated vertex or has the edge set Ci
for some i2f1; : : : ; kg. C1; : : : ; Ck are unique and called the circuits of C. Assume
that (F1; F2; F3) is a 3-edge colouring of G. Then obviously, C :=F1 + F2 is a cy-
cle in G with !(G;C)= 0 (note that V (G;C)=V (G) and that for each circuit C0 of
C, jV (G;C0)\
(G)j= jV (G;C0)j= jC0j is even). Hence (G)= 0. Now assume con-
versely that (G)= 0. Then there exists a cycle C in G with !(G;C)= 0. Obviously,
G[C] does not contain isolated vertices and each circuit of C has even cardinality.
Now it is easy to nd a 2-edge colouring (F1; F2) of G[C]. Clearly, (F1; F2; E − C)
is a 3-edge colouring of G. Hence for each cubic graph G, we have (G)= 0 i G is
3-edge colourable and thus we may indeed consider (G) as a measure of the ‘3-edge
colourability’ of G.
Recall that Conjecture 1 is valid for all 3-edge colourable cubic graphs. In [5], even
the following theorem was proved.
Theorem A (Huck and Kochol [5]). Each bridgeless (not necessarily cubic) graph of
oddness at most 2 contains a 5-CDC.
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As a consequence, each bridgeless graph with a Hamiltonian path contains a 5-CDC
(see [5]). In this paper, following the basic concept of [5], we will verify the following
extension of Theorem A.
Theorem 1. Each bridgeless graph of oddness at most 4 contains a 5-CDC.
To prove Theorem 1, we will provide some methods which perhaps will lead to
further extensions of Theorem A. Note that there exist snarks (i.e. cyclically 4-edge
connected non-3-edge colourable cubic graphs) of arbitrarily high oddness (see [7] or
[11] for instance). It should be mentioned here that a minor part of the proof (proof of
Lemma 9) is computer aided. Section 4 contains a description of the used algorithms.
Additionally, we will show the following.
Proposition 1. Let G be a graph. Then (G)6!(G0) for each spanning connected
subgraphs G0 of G.
Clearly, as a corollary, we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Let G be a bridgeless graph containing a spanning connected subgraph
G0 with !(G0)64 (for instance; a Hamiltonian path or a spanning tree with at
exactly 3 endvertices). Then G has a 5-CDC.
2. Preliminaries
In this section, we will prove Proposition 1 and prepare an amount of prelimi-
naries to the proof of Theorem 1. First we recall and introduce some more basic
denitions.
Let G=(V; E) be a graph and k>0 be an integer. Then G is called a k-graph,
k6-graph, k<-graph, etc. if for each x2V , we have (G; x)= k, (G; x)6k,
(G; x)<k etc., respectively. Moreover, if k1; : : : ; kn>0 are integers such that (G; x)2
fk1; k2; : : : ; kng, for each x2V , then we call G a k1; k2; : : : ; kn-graph.
We dene a trail P in G to be a sequence x0f1x1f2x2 : : : f‘x‘ (‘>0) where
x0; : : : ; x‘ 2V , fi is an edge of G connecting xi−1 and xi for each i2f1; : : : ; ‘g,
and f1; : : : ; f‘ are pairwise distinct. If x0 = x‘ and ff1; : : : ; f‘g=E, then as usual,
P is called Eulerian. Now assume that also x0; : : : ; x‘ are pairwise distinct. Then P
is called an x0; x‘-path or just a path. x0; x‘, and x1; : : : ; x‘−1 are called the startver-
tex, the endvertex and the inner vertices of P, respectively. For all i; j2f0; : : : ; ‘g,
we call xi a predecessor or successor of xj in P if i6j or i>j, respectively. More-
over, we let xiPxj denote the xi, xj-subpath in P, i.e. xiPxj = xifi+1xi+1 : : : fjxj or
xiPxj = xifixi−1 : : : fj+1xj if i6j or i> j, respectively. If X; Y V such that x0 2X
and x‘ 2Y , then P is also called an X; Y -path. Sometimes we consider paths as sub-
graphs in G.
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If A is a vertex or an edge or a set of vertices and edges, then G − A and G + A
denote the graph obtained from G by removing and adding A, respectively.
If X; Y V , then we let [X; Y ]G denote the set of all edges that connect a vertex of
X with a vertex of Y or that are loops incident to a vertex of X \Y . Moreover, we let
(G;X; Y ) := j[X; Y ]Gj. We dene E(G;X ) to be the set of all edges of G that are only
incident to vertices of X and we let N (G;X ) := fx2V − X ; (G;X; fxg)> 0g (the
set of the neighbours of X ). If X \ Y = ;, then we denote by (G;X; Y ) the maximal
number of pairwise edge disjoint X; Y -paths in G. Otherwise we dene (G;X; Y ) :=1.
When using notations as above, we also write x or y instead of X or Y if X = fxg
or Y = fyg, respectively. Moreover, for each vertex x, we let [x]G denote the set of
all edges incident to x.
Unless stated otherwise, for each X V , we dene X :=V − X . (X; X ) is called
a cut if X 6= ; 6= X . If in addition, (G;X; X )= k, (G;X; X )6k, (G;X; X )<k,
etc., then (X; X ) is called a k-cut, k6-cut, k<-cut, etc., respectively. Moreover, if
(G;X; X )2fk1; k2; : : : ; kng, then (X; X ) is also called a k1; k2; : : : ; kn-cut. A cut (X; X )
is called trivial if for Y =X or for Y = X , we have jY j=1 and there is no loop
incident to the vertex of Y . Note that an edge f in G is a bridge i there exists a
1-cut (X; X ) of G with [X; X ]G = ffg. Moreover, by Menger’s Theorem, G is k-edge
connected (i.e. (G; x; y)>k for any x; y2V ) i each cut of G is a k>-cut. We call G
strongly k-edge connected if G is k-edge connected and if each nontrivial cut of G is
even a k>-cut. It is easy to see that for 3-graphs (i.e. for cubic graphs), strong 3-edge
connectivity coincides with the well-known concept of cyclic 4-edge connectivity.
As usual, we dene two graphs G and G0 to be isomorphic if there exists a bijection
’ :V (G)! V (G0) with (G; x; y)= (G0;’(x); ’(y)) for all, x; y2V (G). ’ is called
a G;G0-isomorphism.
Finally, for any two sets A and B, we denote by A4 B the symmetrical dierence
(A − B) + (B − A) of A and B. Note that if G is a graph and A; BE(G), then

(G−A)=
(G)4
(G[A]) and 
(G[A4B])=
(G[A])4
(G[B]). We will tacitely
use these facts in the following.
Now we prove Proposition 1. Let G be a graph and G0 be a spanning connected
subgraph of G. Dene F1 :=E(G) − E(G0) and X :=
(G[F1])=
(G)4 
(G0). By
reasons of parity, we obtain pairwise distinct u1; : : : ; um, v1; : : : ; vm with fu1; : : : ; um;
v1; : : : ; vmg=X . Take a ui; vi-path Pi in G0 for all i6m and dene F2 :=E(P1)4  4
E(Pm). Then 
(G[F2])=
(P1)4  4
(Pm)=X =
(G[F1]) and hence C :=F1+F2
is a cycle in G (note that F1 \ F2 = ;).
Let H be an odd component of C. It suces to prove V (H)\
(G0) 6= ; since this
implies (G)6!(G;C)6!(G0). Dene Y :=
(G0) − 
(G) and Z :=
(G0) \ 
(G).
Then Y + Z =
(G0); Y X; X \ Z = ;, and 
(G)= (X − Y ) + Z . Hence jV (H) \

(G)j= jV (H)\X j−jV (H)\Y j+ jV (H)\Z j. Note that V (H)\X =
(H [F1\E(H)])
and thus jV (H)\X j is an even number. Hence since jV (H)\
(G)j is odd, we obtain
V (H) \ 
(G0)=V (H) \ (Y + Z) 6= ;. Now the proof of Proposition 1 is complete.
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It remains to prove Theorem 1. By so-called standard reductions, the cycle-double
cover conjecture, Conjecture 1, and a lot of other related conjectures can be reduced to
special classes of 3-graphs (see [6]). Let us recall some of these standard reductions.
First we deal with a method that enables us to reduce the numbers of vertices in
graphs. Let G=(V; E) be a graph and C be a cycle in G. Moreover, let X V with
(G;X; X )2f0; 2; 3g. If (G;X; X )= 0, then we dene G=X :=G− X and C=X :=C \
E(G; X )=C−E(G;X ). Now assume that (G;X; X )= 2. Then we let G=X be obtained
from G−X by adding a new edge eX incident to all neighbours of X in G (note that
eX is a loop if jN (G;X )j=1). Moreover, we dene C=X := (C \ E(G; X )) + eX if
[X; X ]G C, and C=X := (C \ E(G; X ))=C − E(G;X ) if otherwise. Finally, assume
that (G;X; X )= 3. Then we let G=X be the graph obtained from G by contracting X
to a single vertex vX such that no loop is incident to vX and [x; vX ]G=X = [x; X ]G for
each x2 X . Moreover, we dene C=X :=C \ E(G=X ). Obviously, in any case, C=X is
a cycle in G=X .
If (G;X; X )= 3 and u is a vertex not contained in X , then we let G=X ! u be
obtained from G=X by replacing vX by u, i.e. we contract X to u.
Lemma 1. Let G be a graph and (X; X ) be a 0; 2; 3-cut of G.
(a) G is bridgeless i G=X and G= X are bridgeless.
(b) Let C be a cycle in G. Then G has a k-CDC (containing C) i G=X and G= X
have a k-CDC (containing C=X and C= X , respectively).
Proof: Let G? :=G=X and G0 :=G= X .
(a) Since C=X and C= X are cycles in G? and G0, respectively, for each cycle C in
G, it is clear that G? and G0 are bridgeless if G is bridgeless.
For the converse, assume that G? and G0 are bridgeless. We may assume that
(G;X; X )2f2; 3g (otherwise it is clear that G is bridgeless). Let f2E(G). We con-
struct a cycle C in G containing f. By reasons of symmetry, we may assume that
f 62 E(G;X ).
Assume that (G;X; X )= 2. If f2 [X; X ]G, then let C? be a cycle in G? containing
eX . Otherwise f2E(G; X ) and thus we nd a cycle C? in G? containing f. In any
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case, if eX 62 C?, let C :=C?. Otherwise take a cycle C0 in G0 containing e X and
dene C := (C? − eX ) + (C0 − e X ) + [X; X ]G.
Now assume that (G;X; X )= 3. Then f2E(G=X ) and thus we nd a cycle C? in
G=X containing f. If vX 62 V (G?;C?), let C :=C?. Otherwise let fg; hg := [vX ]G?\C?
and take x2V (G; g)\X and y2V (G; h)\X . Then clearly, there is a component G^ of
G0 containing x; y, and v X . Since G
0 is bridgeless, there are two edge disjoint x; y-paths
in G^. Thus since (G^; v X )= 3, we nd an x; y-path P in G^−v X . Dene C :=C?+E(P).
(b) Clearly, if (C1; : : : ; Ck) is a k-CDC of G, then (C1=X; : : : ; Ck=X ) and
(C1= X ; : : : ; Ck= X ) are k-CDCs of G? and G0, respectively.
Now let (C?1 ; : : : ; C
?
k ) and (C
0
1; : : : ; C
0
k) be k-CDCs of G
? and G0, respectively.
Clearly, we may assume that if the rst one contains C=X and the second one contains
C= X , then C?n =C=X and C
0
n=C= X for some n2f1; : : : ; kg. We construct a k-CDC
(C1; : : : ; Ck) of G as required.
If (G;X; X )= 0, then dene Ci :=C?i + C
0
i for each i6k.
If (G;X; X )= 2, then we may assume that eX 2C?1 \C?2 and e X 2C01 \C02. Dene
Ci := (C?i − eX )+ (C0i − e X )+ [X; X ]G for each i62 and Ci :=C?i +C0i for each i>3.
Now assume that (G;X; X )= 3. Let ff; g; hg := [X; X ]G. Then we may assume that
f; g2C?1 \ C01; f; h2C?2 \ C02, and g; h2C?3 \ C03. Dene Ci :=C?i + C?i for each
i6k.
Now we show how to transform bridgeless graphs into bridgeless 3-graphs. Let G
be a graph and u2V (G). Moreover, let f; g2 [u]G be distinct and no loops. Take
x2V (G;f)−u and y2V (G; g)−u and let h be any edge not contained in G−f−g.
Then we let Gf;gu;h be obtained from G by deleting f and g and by adding h between
x and y (if x=y, then h becomes a loop incident to x). Gf;gu;h is called a splitting of
G at u.
Let C E(G) such that f; g; 62C or f; g2C. Then we dene Cf;gu;h :=C or Cf;gu;h :=
(C − f− g) + h, respectively. Clearly, Cf;gu;h E(Gf;gu;h ) and if C is a cycle (circuit) in
G, then Cf;gu;h is a cycle (circuit) in G
f;g
u;h .
Fleischner [2] proved that for each bridgeless graph G without loops and each
u2V (G) with (G; u) 62 f0; 3g, there exists a bridgeless splitting of G at u. Using
this result, the cycle-double-cover-conjecture and Conjecture 1 can easily be reduced
to 3-graphs. Theorems A and 1 cannot be reduced in the same simple manner since we
have to control the oddness. We do this in the proof of the following
lemma.
Lemma 2. Let k>2 be an integer and !>0 be an even integer such that each
strongly 3-edge connected 3-graph G with (G)6! contains a k-CDC. Then even
any bridgeless graph G with (G)6! contains a k-CDC.
Proof: Let G=(V; E) be a bridgeless graph with (G)6!. We prove by induction on
jV j+ jEj that G contains a k-CDC. Take a cycle C in G with !(G;C)6! such that
jCj is maximal.
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Assume that G contains a loop f. Then also G − f is bridgeless, C − f is a cycle
in G − f, and !(G − f; C − f)=!(G;C). Thus by the induction hypothesis, there
exists a k-CDC (C1; : : : ; Ck) of G. Clearly, (C1 + f, C2 + f, C3; : : : ; Ck) is a k-CDC
of G. Hence we may assume that G is loopless.
Clearly, there is no 1-cut of G since G is bridgeless. Assume that there exists a
0; 2-cut (X; X ) or a nontrivial 3-cut (X; X ) of G. Then in any case, we may dene
G? :=G=X , G0 :=G= X , C? :=C=X , and C0 :=C= X . Clearly, jV (G?)j+ jE(G?)j< jV j
+ jEj, jV (G0)j+ jE(G0)j< jV j+ jEj, and by Lemma 1(a), G? and G0 are bridgeless.
Moreover, it is easy to see that !(G?; C?)6!(G;C)+1 and !(G0; C0)6!(G;C)+1.
By reasons of parity, we even obtain !(G?; C?)6!(G;C) and !(G0; C0)6!(G;C).
Hence by the induction hypothesis, there exist k-CDCs in G? and G0. Now Lemma 1(b)
yields a k-CDC in G.
Thus we may assume that G is strongly 3-edge connected. Moreover, by the as-
sumption of Lemma 2, we may assume that G contains a vertex u with (G; u)>4.
Let H be the component of G[C] containing u. If (H ; u)>4, then take f; g2E(H)
such that fug is a subsequence of an Eulerian trail of H . Otherwise there exist two
distinct f; g2 [u]G − C. In any case, we may dene G? :=Gf;gu;h and C? :=Cf;gu;h for
some h 62E(G − f − g).
Suppose for contradiction that G? is not bridgeless. Then we obtain a 1-cut (X; X )
of G? with u2X . Since G is strongly 3-edge connected, we see that f; g2 [X; X ]G
and that (X; X ) is a trivial 3-cut of G. Moreover, since (G; u)>4, we obtain jX j>2
and hence X = fvg for some v2V . Clearly, f; g2 [u; v]G and (G; v)= 3. f; g2C
holds since otherwise also C0 :=C + ff; gg is a cycle in G with !(G;C0)6!(G;C),
contradicting the maximality of jCj. Hence by construction, (H ; u)>4 and fug is
a subsequence of an Eulerian trail of H . But this is impossible since
(H ; v)= 2.
Thus G? is bridgeless and clearly, C? is a cycle in G?. Moreover, if f; g2C or
f; g 62C, then by construction, Hf;gu;h or H , respectively, is the component of G?[C?]
containing u. In any case, !(G?; C?)=!(G;C) easily follows and thus by the induc-
tion hypothesis, G? contains a k-CDC. Replacing h by f and g in this k-CDC yields
a k-CDC in G.
In the following, we usually denote 36-graphs by G; G0; ~G, etc. and graphs that
may contain vertices of degree greater than 3 are denoted by H; H 0; ~H , etc.
Assume that G+(V; E) is a 36-graph and that C is a cycle in G. Then the pair (G;C)
is called a graph{cycle pair. As in Section 1 when considering cycles in cubic graphs,
we obtain unique pairwise vertex-disjoint circuits C1; : : : ; Ck in G with C =C1+  +Ck
which are called the circuits of C. Let the graph GC be obtained from G by contracting
Ci to a single vertex xi for each i2f1; : : : ; kg. For convenience, we always identify
xi and Ci so that we obtain V (GC)=V − V (G;C) + fC1; : : : ; Ckg. Moreover, for j 6=
i, we let [Ci; Cj]GC = [V (G;Ci); V (G;Cj)]G and for each y2V − V (G;C), we let
[Ci; y]GC = [V (G;Ci); y]G. Finally, we let the chords of Ci in G be the loops in GC
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incident to Ci.
It is easy to see that G is bridgeless i GC is bridgeless and that we may express the
oddness (G) of G by minf!(GC);C is a cycle in Gg (note that for each circuit C0 of
a cycle C in G, (GC ;C0) is just the number of vertices x2V (G;C0) with (G; x)= 3
and hence (GC ;C0)= jV (G;C0) \ 
(G)j).
Two graph{cycle pairs (G;C) and (G0; C0) are called isomorphic if there exists
a G;G0-isomorphism which is also a G[C]; G0[C0]-isomorphism. Such a mapping is
called a (G;C); (G0; C0)-isomorphism. A graph{cycle pair (G;C) is called good if
there exits a 4-CDC of G containing C. Otherwise (G;C) is called bad. Note that G
and GC are bridgeless if (G;C) is good. The rst part of the following lemma contains
characterizations of all good graph{cycle pairs (G;C) where G is a 3-graph.
Lemma 3.
(a) For each 3-graph G and each cycle C in G; the following conditions are equiva-
lent.
(i) G is 3-edge colourable.
(ii) G contains a cycle C0 such that GC0 is Eulerian.
(iii) (G)= 0.
(iv) G contains a 3-CDC.
(v) (G;C) is good.
(b) Let (G;C) be a graph{cycle pair such that GC is Eulerian. Then G has a 3-CDC
containing C.
Proof: (a) (a) was essentially proved in [6] (see also [5]). But for completeness, we
repeat a proof of (a). Recall that in Section 1, we have already veried that (i),
(ii), and (iii) are equivalent. If (F1; F2; F3) is a 3-edge colouring of G, then clearly,
(F1 + F2; F1 + F3; F2 + F3) is a 3-CDC of G. Moreover, if (C1; C2; C3) is any 3-CDC
of G, then it is easy to see that (C1 \ C2; C1 \ C3; C2 \ C3) is a 3-edge colouring of
G and that (C1 4 C; C2 4 C; C3 4 C; C) is a 4-CDC of G. Finally, if (C1; C2; C3; C)
is any 4-CDC of G, then (C14C; C24C; C34C) is easily seen to be a 3-CDC of
G. Now (a) follows.
(b) Recall that for each circuit C0 of C, (GC ;C0) is just the number of vertices
x2V (G;C0) with (G; x)= 3. Now since (GC ;C0) is always even, we easily nd
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disjoint F1; F2C with F1+F2 =C such that for each x2V (G;C), we have (G[F1]; x)
= (G[F2]; x)= 1 if (G; x)= 3, and (G[F1]; x), (G[F2]; x)2f0; 2g if (G; x)= 2
(consider the x; y-paths in G[C] with (G; x)= (G; y)= 3 and (G; z)= 2 for each
inner vertex z). Dene F3 :=E(G)−C. Then (F1 +F3; F2 +F3; C) is easily seen to be
a 3-CDC of G (note that (F1; F2; F3) is a 3-edge colouring of G if G is a 3-graph).
Note that by Lemmas 2 and 3(a), we obtain the following proposition.
Proposition 2. Each bridgeless graph of oddness 0 contains a 3-CDC.
The following lemma was the key of the proof of Theorem A in [5] and will also
be the key of the proof of Theorem 1.
Lemma 4. Let (G;C) be a graph{cycle pair and D be a cycle in GC such that
(G−D;C) is good (note that (G−D;C) is a graph{cycle pair since DE(G)−C).
Then G contains a 5-CDC.
Proof: Take a 4-CDC (C1; C2; C3; C) of G−D and dene G0 :=G[C+D]. Then (G0; C)
is a graph{cycle pair and G0C =GC[D] is Eulerian. Thus by Lemma 3(b), there exists
a 3-CDC (C4; C5; C) of G0. Obviously, (C1; C2; C3; C4; C5) is a 5-CDC of G.
If G;C, and D satisfy the premises of Lemma 4, then the pair (C;D) is called a
5-CDC producer in G. We will see that in certain cases, we obtain a 5-CDC producer
(C;D) in a bridgeless 3-graph G if we choose C and D such that !(GC)= (G) and
that D is maximal by inclusion with the property ‘GC −D is bridgeless’ (i.e. GC −D
is minimally bridgeless in a certain sense). If a cycle C of G and a cycle D of GC
satisfy these two conditions, then the pair (C;D) is called a potential 5-CDC producer
(even if (C;D) is not a 5-CDC producer). Note that each bridgeless 3-graph contains
a potential 5-CDC producer.
Let us specify the property ‘minimally bridgeless in a certain sense’ and collect
some results about graphs having this property. A cycle D in a graph H is called
reducing if H − D is bridgeless. If additionally, D is maximal by inclusion with this
property, then D is called maximal reducing. H is called irreducible if H is bridge-
less and does not contain reducing circuits. Clearly, irreducible graphs are loopless
and do not contain nonempty reducing cycles. Moreover, each bridgeless graph H
contains a cycle D such that H − D is irreducible (take a maximal reducing cycle
D). Finally, a bridgeless graph H is irreducible i for each bridgeless subgraph H 0
of H with 
(H 0)=
(H), we have E(H 0)=E(H) (note that E(H) − E(H 0) is a cy-
cle in H). In the following, we will tacitly use these basic properties of irreducible
graphs.
The following lemma will help us to reduce the size of irreducible graphs.
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Lemma 5. Let H be a graph and (X; X ) be a 0; 2; 3-cut of H .
(a) If (H ;X; X )2f0; 3g, then H is irreducible i H=X and H= X are irreducible.
(b) If (H ;X; X )= 2 and 
(H) X , then H is irreducible i H=X is irreducible and
E(H= X ) is a circuit in H= X .
Proof: Dene H? :=H=X and H 0 :=H= X .
(a) Clearly, we may assume that (H ;X; X )= 3. Assume that H is irreducible. Then
since H is bridgeless, also H? and H 0 are bridgeless by Lemma 1(a). Suppose for
contradiction that there is a reducing circuit D? in H?. Then clearly, vX 62V (H?;D?)
and thus D? is also a circuit in H . Moreover, by Lemma 1(a), H −D? is bridgeless,
a contradiction. Hence H? is irreducible and by reasons of symmetry, also H 0 is
irreducible.
Now assume that H? and H 0 are irreducible. Then by Lemma 1(a). H is bridge-
less. Suppose for contradiction that there is a reducing circuit D in H . Then clearly,
[X; X ]H \ D= ; and thus we may assume that D is a circuit in H?. Now again
by Lemma 1(a), H? − D is bridgeless, a contradiction. Hence H is
irreducible.
(b) Let D0 :=E(H 0). Assume that H is irreducible. Then by Lemma 1(a), H?
and H 0 are bridgeless. Moreover, since 
(H) X ; D0 is a cycle in H 0. Suppose for
contradiction that D0 is not a circuit in H 0. Then there is a circuit ~D in H 0 with
e X 62 ~D. Hence ~D is also a circuit in H and by Lemma 1(a), H − ~D is bridgeless, a
contradiction.
Suppose for contradiction that there is a reducing circuit D? in H?. If eX 62
D?, then D? is also a circuit in H and by Lemma 1(a), H − D? is bridgeless, a
contradiction. Thus eX 2D?. Dene D := (D? − eX ) + (D0 − e X ) + [X; X ]H . Then
clearly, D is a circuit in H . Moreover, since H? − D? is bridgeless, it is obvi-
ous that also H − D is bridgeless, a contradiction. Hence H? is
irreducible.
For the converse, assume that H? is irreducible and that D0 is a circuit in H 0. Then
by Lemma 1(a), H is bridgeless. Suppose for contradiction that there is a reducing
circuit D in H . Then obviously, V (H ;D) \ X 6= ;. If D \ [X; X ]H = ;, then D is
also a circuit in H? and thus by Lemma 1(a), H? − D is bridgeless, a contradiction.
Hence D \ [X; X ]H 6= ;. Clearly, D? :=D=X is a circuit in H?. Moreover, since
(H −D;X; X )= 0 and since H −D is bridgeless, we see that H?−D? is bridgeless,
a contradiction.
It is easy to see that the irreducible Eulerian graphs are just the graphs without
edges. Now we characterize all irreducible graphs H with !(H)= 2. Let H =(V; E)
be a graph. A subset C of V is called a chain if there exists a numbering fx0; x1; : : : ; xng
of C satisfying the following conditions:
(C1) For each i2f0; : : : ; ng, no loop is incident to xi.
(C2) (H ; x0)= 3 and for each i2f1; : : : ; ng; (H ; xi) is even.
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(C3) For each i2f1; : : : ; ng; (H ; fx0; : : : ; xi−1g; xi)= (H ; xi)=2.
Note that (C; C) is a 3-cut of H . x0 is called the startvertex of C and fx0; x1; : : : ; xng
is called a chain numbering of C (clearly, the denition of ‘startvertex’ does not
depend on the chain numbering). A path P in H is called C-canonical if P starts
with the startvertex of C, if all inner vertices of P belong to C (the endvertex may
be outside), and if there exists a chain numbering fx0; x1; : : : ; xng of C such that i6j
whenever xi is a predecessor of xj in P (i.e. P runs through C ‘lengthwise’). It is easy
to see that (H − E(P); x0; C)>2 so that each chain numbering fx0; x1; : : : ; xng of C
must satisfy the latter dening condition. Moreover, each set of at most three pairwise
edge-disjoint C− canonical x0; C-paths in H can be extended to a set of exactly three
such paths. Finally, if P1; P2; P3 are any three pairwise edge-disjoint x0; C-paths in H ,
then E(P1)+E(P2)+E(P3)=E(H= C). In the following, we will tacitly use these basic
properties of C-canonical paths.
H is called a chain graph if there exists a vertex d of H such that no loop is
incident to d and that V − d is a chain in H . If fx0; : : : ; xng is a chain numbering of
V−d, then obviously, also V−x0 is a chain with chain numbering fd; xn; xn−1; : : : ; x1g.
Moreover, 
(H)= fx0; dg and H is bridgeless.
Lemma 6. Let H =(V; E) be a graph and 
(H)= fc; dg with c 6= d. Then H is
irreducible i H is a chain graph.
Proof: Assume rst that H is irreducible. Then H is loopless and thus it remains to
prove that V − d is a chain in H . In the following, two edge-disjoint c; d-paths P and
Q in H are called compatible if for any distinct x; y2V (P)\V (Q); x is a predecessor
of y in P i x is a predecessor of y in Q.
We easily obtain (H ; c; d)>3: Let (X; X ) be a cut of H with c2X and d2 X .
Then since H is bridgeless and since by reasons of parity, (H ;X; X ) is odd, we
obtain (H ;X; X )>3. Now apply Menger’s Theorem. Take three pairwise edge-
disjoint c; d-paths P1; P2; P3 in H such that jE(P1) + E(P2) + E(P3)j is minimal.
We prove E(P1) + E(P2) + E(P3)=E. Let H 0 be the spanning subgraph of H
with edge set E(P1)+E(P2)+E(P3). Then obviously, H 0 is bridgeless and 
(H 0)=
fc; dg. E(H 0)=E follows since H is irreducible. Now we obtain (H ; c)=
(H ;d)= 3.
We prove that P1; P2; P3 are pairwise compatible. Otherwise by reasons of symmetry,
we may assume that there exist distinct x; y2V such that x is a predecessor of y in
P1 and a successor of y in P2. Then obviously, A :=E(xP1y) + E(yP2x) is nonempty
and there are two edge-disjoint c; d-paths P01 and P
0
2 in H with E(P
0
1)+E(P
0
2)E(P1)
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+ E(P2)− A. Clearly, the paths P01; P02; P3 contradict the minimality of jE(P1) + E(P2)
+ E(P3)j.
Now we easily obtain a numbering fx0; x1; : : : ; xng of V − d such that for all
k 2f1; 2; 3g and all xi; xj 2V (Pk) with i6j; xi is a predecessor of xj in Pk (take
numberings of V (P1) − d; V (P2) − d; V (P3) − d according to the sequences of the
vertices in P1; P2; P3, ‘merge’ these numberings, and insert all isolated vertices of H
somewhere in the resulting numbering). We prove that fx0; x1; : : : ; xng is a chain num-
bering of V − d. (C1) is trivial since H is loopless. Moreover, x0 = c and as already
mentioned, (H ; c)= 3. Hence we have (C2). To prove (C3), take i2f1; : : : ; ng. Note
that for each k 2f1; 2; 3g with xi 2Pk , the immediate predecessor and successor of
xi in Pk are contained in fx0; : : : ; xi−1g and fxi+1; : : : ; xn; dg respectively. Moreover,
(H ; xi)=2 is just the number of indices k 2f1; 2; 3g with xi 2V (Pk). Now we see that
(H ; fx0; : : : ; xi−1g; xi)= (H ; xi)=2.
For the converse, assume that H is a chain graph. Take a chain numbering fx0; : : : ; xng
of V − d. Clearly, x0 = c. Let D be a circuit in H and f2D. Since H is loopless,
we nd a minimal i2f0; : : : ; ng with xi 2V (H ;f). Let X := fx0; : : : ; xig. Then (X; X )
is a 3-cut of H with [X; X ]H \ D 6= ;. (H − D;X; X )= 1 follows and thus D is not
reducing. Hence H is irreducible.
Now we investigate graph{cycle pairs (G;G) where GC is irreducible and !(GC)6!
for some xed even integer !>0. Such a pair (G;C) is called an !6-pseudokernel
and if even !(GC)=!, then we call (G;C) an !-pseudokernel. Note that if all
!6-pseudokernels are good, then each potential 5-CDC producer (C;D) in a 3-graph G
of oddness at most! is a 5-CDC producer inG (since (G−D;C) is an!6-pseudokernel)
and thus by Lemmas 2 and 4, each bridgeless graph of oddness at most ! contains a
5-CDC. We will reduce the checking of the goodness of !6-pseudokernels to so-called
!6-kernels: A graph H is called specially edge connected if H is a 3>-graph and if
each nontrivial cut (X; X ) with jX \
(H)j61 or j X \
(H)j61 is a 3>-cut. A graph{
cycle pair (G;C) is called an !6-kernel or an !-kernel if the following conditions
are satised.
(K1) (G;C) is an !6-pseudokernel or an !-pseudokernel, respectively.
(K2) G is a 3-graph.
(K3) Each circuit of C contains at least 4 edges.
(K4) GC is specially edge connected.
A graph H is called an !-kernel contraction (!6-kernel contraction) if !(H)=
! (!(H)6!) and if H is specially edge connected and irreducible. Clearly, GC is an
!-kernel contraction for each !-kernel (G;C).
The following lemma which was essentially also proved in [5] characterizes all
26-kernels. Later, we will also investigate all 4-kernels.
Lemma 7 (Huck and Kochol [5]). The only 0-kernel consists of the empty graph
and the empty cycle. Moreover, the 2-kernels (G;C) are up to isomorphisms the
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graph{cycle pairs in the following list where the circuits of C are always indicated
by the symbol . Finally, each 2-kernel is good.
Proof: Since irreducible Eulerian graphs have no edges, it is clear by (K4) that the
only 0-kernel consists of the empty graph and the empty cycle. Moreover, by Lemma
6, we easily see that each 2-kernel contraction is one of the following graphs (again,
up to isomorphisms).
Therefore each 2-kernels is isomorphic to a graph{cycle pair listed in Lemma 7 and
clearly, each graph{cycle pair in this list is a 2-kernel. By a straightforward checking,
we see that G is 3-edge colourable for each graph{cycle pair (G;C) in this list. Thus
by Lemma 3(a), all 2-kernels are good.
Consider the following operations which transform a graph{cycle pair (G;C) into
another graph{cycle pair (G?; C?).
(OP1) Take an isolated vertex u of G and dene G? :=G − u and C? :=C.
(OP2) Take a vertex u of G of degree 2 which is not incident to a loop. Dene
G? :=Gf;gu;h and C
? :=Cf;gu;h for ff; gg := [u]G and some edge h 62E(G−f−g)
(note that f; g2C or f; g 62C).
(OP3) Take u2V (G)−V (G;C) with (G; u)= 3 and a chordless circuit C0 of C such
that (GC ;C0) is even and (GC ;C0; u)= (GC ;C0)=2. Dene X :=V (G;C0)
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+u; G? :=G=X ! u and C? :=C=X =C − C0 (note that (G;X; X )= 3).
(OP4) Take a circuit C0 of C with jC0j63 and dene G? :=GC0 and C? :=C −C0.
We call these operations elementary. Note that all elementary operations reduce jV (G)j
+ jE(G)j. Each graph{cycle pair (G?; C?) obtained from (G;C) by a series of ele-
mentary operations is called a transformation of (G;C). We also say (G;C) can be
transformed into (G?; C?). For convenience, also (G;C) is considered as a transfor-
mation of (G;C).
Lemma 8.
(a) For all even!>0; each transformation of an!-pseudokernel is an !-pseudokernel.
(b) For all even !>0; each !-pseudokernel can be transformed into an !-kernel.
(c) Each graph{cycle pair is good if it has a good transformation.
Proof: (a) Let (G?; C?) be obtained from an !-pseudokernel (G;C) by an elementary
operation. Clearly, it suces to prove that (G?; C?) is an !-pseudokernel. Let H :=GC
and H? :=G?C? . Then H is irreducible. Obviously, !(H
?)=!(H)=! and hence it
remains to prove that H? is irreducible.
If (OP1), (OP2) with f; g2C, or (OP4) has been applied, then H?=H−u; H? and
H are isomorphic, or H?=H , respectively, and thus in any case, H? is irreducible.
Now assume that (OP2) with f; g 62C or (OP3) has been applied. Dene Y := fug or
Y := fu; C0g, respectively. Then clearly, (Y; Y ) is a 2,3-cuts of H and the graphs H?
and H=Y are isomorphic. Thus by Lemma 5, H? is irreducible.
(b) Let (G;C) be an !-pseudokernel but not an !-kernel. By (a), it suces to
prove that we may apply an elementary operation to (G;C). Since G is bridgeless, we
have (G; x)2f0; 2; 3g for all x2V (G) and no vertex of degree 3 in G is incident
to a loop. Moreover, if x is a vertex of degree 2 in G incident to a loop f, then f
is a circuit of C since GC is irreducible. Thus we may assume that (G;C) satises
(K2) and (K3) since otherwise (OP1), (OP2), or (OP4) can be applied. Hence GC is
a 3>-graph and each element of V (GC)− 
(GC) is a circuit of C.
GC is not specially edge connected since (G;C) is not an !-kernel. Hence there exists
a nontrivial cut 36-cut (X; X ) of GC with jX \ 
(GC)j61. Suppose for contradiction
that X \
(GC)= 0. Then (GC ;X; X )2f0; 2g by reasons of parity. If (GC ;X; X )= 0,
then GC − X is irreducible and Eulerian and thus X consists of isolated vertices of
GC , a contradiction. Hence (GC ;X; X )= 2. But now by Lemma 5(b), we see that X
contains vertices of degree 2, a contradiction.
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Hence X \ 
(GC)= fug for some u2V (GC). Moreover, by reasons of parity and
since GC is bridgeless, we have (GC ;X; X )= 3. By Lemma 5(a), GC= X is irreducible
and thus by Lemma 6 and since jX j>2, we have (GC ; u)= 3 and we obtain C0 2X−u
with (GC ;C0; u)= (GC ;C0)=2. By our former remarks, we have u2V (G)−V (G;C)
and C0 is a circuit of C. Moreover, C0 is chordless since GC is irreducible and thus
loopless. Therefore we may apply (OP3).
(c) Let (G;C) be a graph{cycle pair and let (G?; C?) be a good graph{cycle pair
obtained from (G;C) by applying an elementary operation. It suces to prove that
(G;C) is good. Let (C?1 ; C
?
2 ; C
?
3 ; C
?) be a 4-CDC of G?. If (OP1) has been applied,
then (C?1 ; C
?
2 ; C
?
3 ; C
?) is also a 4-CDC in G containing C. If (OP2) has been applied,
then by replacing h by f and g in (C?1 ; C
?
2 ; C
?
3 ; C
?), we again obtain 4-CDC in G
containing C.
Next assume that (OP4) has been applied and dene X :=V (G;C0). Note that
(G;X; X )2f0; 2; 3g since jC0j63 and G? is bridgeless. Using (C?1 ; C?2 ; C?3 ; C?),
it is easy to construct a 4-CDC of G=X containing C=X . Moreover, G0 :=G= X and
C0(=C= X ) are represented by one of the following gures. Note that V (G;C0) may
contain vertices of degree 2 in G0. These vertices are not indicated here.
Now we easily see that G0 has a 4-CDC containing C0. Trivially, if X = ;, then
(G;C)= (G0; C0) is good. Otherwise Lemma 1(b) yields a 4-CDC of G containing C.
Finally, assume that (OP3) has been applied. Dene G0 :=G= X where X is dened
according to (OP3). Then (G0; C0) can easily be transformed into a graph{cycle pair
listed in Lemma 7 without using (OP3). By Lemma 7 and by the above part of the
proof of (c), we see that (G0; C0) is good. Now by Lemma 1(b) and since C0=C= X ,
we see that (G;C) is good. .
Note that by Lemmas 2, 4, 8(b) and (c), we obtain the following implication for
each even integer !>0.
If all !6-kernels are good, then each potential 5-CDC producer in a 3-graph G
of oddness at most ! is a 5-CDC-producer in G and thus each bridgeless graph
of oddness at most ! has a 5-CDC.
Hence by Lemma 7, Theorem A immediately follows. Unfortunately, part (b) of the
following lemma dashes the hope of proving Theorem 1 in the same elegant manner.
Lemma 9.
(a) There is no 4-kernel contraction H with jV (H)j=10.
(b) The bad 4-kernels (G;C) with jV (GC)j69 are the graph{cycle pairs in the fol-
lowing list (of course; up to isomorphisms). As in Lemma 7; the circuits of
C are always indicated by .
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Remark: GI is isomorphic to the well-known Petersen graph. Moreover, by contracting
all triangles (i.e. circuits of cardinality 3) in the other graphs of the list, we again obtain
graphs isomorphic to the Petersen graph.
Proof (Sketch). (See Section 4 for details.) Let H be a 4-kernel contraction and D be
a circuit in H with jDj63. We prove that (H ; x)= 3 for some x2V (H ;D). Since H is
irreducible, we nd a 1-cut (X; X ) of H−D with D\[X; X ]H 6= ;. (H ;X; X )= 3 easily
follows. By reasons of symmetry and parity, we may assume that jX \
(H)j=1 and
j X \
(H)j=3. Thus X = fxg for some vertex x since H is specially edge connected.
Moreover, x2V (H ;D) and (H ; x)= 3.
Now we easily see that for each integer n>0, the number of all 4-kernel contractions
with at most n vertices in nite up to isomorphisms (note that for each such graph
H , we have (H ; x; y)63 for all x; y2V (H)). Moreover, using a computer, a set H
can be produced containing exactly one isomorphic copy of each 4-kernel contraction
with at most 10 vertices. It turns out that H does not contain a 4-kernel contraction
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with exactly 10 vertices and thus we obtain Lemma 9(a). Furthermore, using H
and again a computer, a set K can be produced containing exactly one isomorphic
copy of each 4-kernel (G;C) with jV (GC)j69. Finally, after checking the 3-edge
colourability of G for each element (G;C) of K and using Lemma 3(a), we obtain
Lemma 9(b). .
Let BAD denote the class of all graph{cycle pairs that are isomorphic to a graph{
cycle pair listed in Lemma 9. We will prove that BAD contains all bad 4-kernels. To
do this, we need a deep result of Mader [8] about splittings which extends the former
mentioned result of Fleischner [2]. Let H be a graph and H 0 be a splitting at a vertex
u. Then clearly, (H 0; x; y)6(H ; x; y) for all x; y2V (H). If for any x; y2V (H)− u,
we even have (H 0; x; y)= (H ; x; y), then H 0 is called an admissible splitting at u.
In [8], it was proved that there always exists an admissible splitting of H at u if H
is loopless, u is not a cut-vertex (i.e. removing u does not increase the number of
components), (H ; u) 6= 3, and jN (H ; u)j>2. Frank [3] presented a simple proof of
this result by verifying the following slight strengthening.
Lemma 10 (Frank [3], Mader [8]). Let H be graph and u2V (H) such that no loop
and no bridge is incident to u and (H ; u) 62 f0; 3g. Then there exists an admissible
splitting of H at u.
Using Lemmas 9(a) and 10, we can prove the following.
Lemma 11. There is no 4-kernel contraction H with jV (H)j>10.
Proof: Suppose for contradiction that H =(V; E) is such a graph where jEj is minimal.
Then jV j>11 by Lemma 9(a) and H is a loopless and bridgeless 3>-graph. First we
prove the following statement.
(?) (H ; x; y)>4 for all x; y2V with (H ; x)>4 and (H ;y)>4:
Suppose for contradiction that (H ; x; y)63 for some x; y2V with (H ; x)>4 and
(H ;y)>4. Then by Menger’s Theorem, there exists a 36-cut (X; X ) of H with x2X
and y2 X . Clearly, (X; X ) is nontrivial. Hence since H is specially edge connected and
by reasons of parity, we have jX \ 
(H)j=2= j X \ 
(H)j and (H ;X; X )2f0; 2g.
Moreover, by reasons of symmetry, we may assume that jX j>6. Now (H ;X; X )= 2
follows (otherwise H − X is irreducible which is impossible by Lemma 6 and since
H is specially edge connected).
Dene H? :=H= X and fc; dg :=X \
(H). Then H? is bridgeless by Lemma 1(a).
Moreover, again by Lemma 6 and since jX j>6 and H is specially edge connected,
we see that H? is not irreducible. Finally, each reducing nonempty cycle D? in H?
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contains e X since otherwise by Lemma 1(a), D
? is also a reducing cycle in H , a
contradiction.
Take any reducing circuit D? in H?. Then obviously, H? − D? is irreducible
and thus by Lemma 6, C :=X − d is a chain in H? − D?. Moreover, since H is
a 3>-graph, we have (H? − D?; x)>2 for all x2X . Take a C-canonical c; d-path
y0f1y1 : : : f‘y‘ in H?−D? such that ‘ is maximal. Then jV (P)j>4 (to see this, note
that for any three pairwise edge-disjoint C-canonical c; d-paths P1; P2; P3 in H?−D?,
we have E(P1)+E(P2)+E(P3)=E(H?−D?) and thus V (P1)+V (P2)+V (P3)=X ).
We prove jV (P)\V (H?;D?)j61. Suppose for contradiction that there exist distinct
u; v2V (P) \ V (H?;D?). Let Q be the u; v-path in H?[D?] containing e X . Then
obviously, D^ :=D? − E(Q) + E(uPv) is a nonempty cycle in H? not containing e X .
Thus D^ is not reducing and hence there exists a 1-cut (Y; Y ) of H? − D^. By reasons
of parity, we may assume that c2Y and d2 Y^ . But this is impossible since (H? −
D^; c; d)>(H? − D? − E(P); c; d)>2.
Now since jV (P)j>4 and by reasons of symmetry, we may assume that c; y1 62
V (H?;D?). By the maximality of ‘, we easily see that (H? − D?; c; y1)= (H? −
D?;y1)=2. Let Y := fc; y1g. Then obviously, (Y; Y ) is a nontrivial 3-cut of H , a con-
tradiction since H is specially edge connected. Now the proof of (?) is complete.
Since jfx2V ; (H ; x)= 3gj6!(H)= 4 and jV j>11, we easily nd a vertex u2V−

(H) such that at most one edge connects u with a vertex of degree 3. Clearly,
(H ; u)>4. By Lemma 10, we obtain an admissible splitting Hf;gu;h of H at u. Dene
H 0 :=Hf;gu;h if (H ; u)>6. Otherwise (H
f;g
u;h )= 2 and thus we may let H
0 be obtained
from Hf;gu;h − u by adding an edge incident to all neighbours of u in Hf;gu;h . In any
case, H 0 is a 3>-graph, 
(H 0)=
(H); jV (H 0)j>10, and jE(H 0)j< jEj. Hence by
the minimality of jEj; H 0 is not a 4-kernel contraction.
We prove that H 0 is specially edge connected. Suppose for contradiction that there
exists a nontrivial 36-cut (X; X ) of H 0 with jX \
(H)j61. Assume rst that (H ; u)
>6, i.e. H 0=Hf;gu;h and (H
0; u)>4. We only consider the case u2X since the case
u2 X can be settled analogously. Since H is specially edge connected and (X; X ) is also
a nontrivial cut in H , we obtain (H ;X; X )2f4; 5g and f; g2 [X; X ]H . Hence by the
choice of u, there exists y2N (H ; u)\ X with (H ;y)>4. Now by (?) and since Hf;gu;h
is an admissible splitting, we see that (H ; x)= 3 for all x2X −u. Again by the choice
of u; (H ; u; X )>(H ; u)− 1>(H ;X; X ) follows and hence (H ;X − u; X + u)= 1.
This is a contradiction since H is bridgeless.
Next assume that (H ; u)= 4. By (?) and since Hf;gu;h is an admissible splitting, we
obtain (H ; x)= 3 for all x2X or for all x2 X . Note that V =X + X + u. Hence by
the choice of u, we have (H ; u; X )61 or (H ; u; X )61. Thus obviously, (X; X + u)
or (X + u; X ) is a nontrivial 36-cut of H , a contradiction since H is specially edge
connected.
Therefore in any case, H 0 is specially edge connected and thus since H 0 is not a
4-kernel contraction, we see that H 0 is not irreducible. Note that H 0 is bridgeless (if
(X; X ) is a 1-cut of H 0, then (X; X ) is nontrivial and by reasons of parity, we have
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jX \ 
(H 0)j=1 or j X \ 
(H 0)j=1, a contradiction). Thus there exists a reducing
circuit D0 in H 0. In an obvious way, D0 yields a nonempty cycle D in H (D need not
be a circuit). Since H 0 − D0 is bridgeless, also H − D is easily seen to be bridgeless.
Hence H is not irreducible, a contradiction.
Clearly, by Lemmas 9(b) and 11, we immediately obtain the following result.
Lemma 12. BAD contains exactly all bad 4-kernels.
With regard to possible extensions of Theorem 1, it is of interest to investigate
the number m! of all !-kernel contractions, the number n! of all !-kernels, and
the number b! of all bad !-kernels (of course, up to isomorphisms in any case) for
even integers !>0. It is obvious to conjecture that m! and thus also n! and b! are
always nite. Note that by Lemma 7, we obtain m0 = n0 = 1; b0 = 0; m2 = 3; n2 = 6,
and b2 = 0. Moreover, the proof of Lemma 9 in Section 4 combined with Lemma
11 yields m4 = 110; n4 = 29 161, b4 = 6. Therefore, n! is probably an astronomical
number for !>6 and hence to prove extensions of Theorem 1, some new ideas are
necessary.
Let us return to Theorem 1. Clearly, by Theorem A and Lemma 2, we may restrict
Theorem 1 to strongly 3-edge connected 3-graphs G of oddness 4. With regard to
Lemmas 4, 8(c) and 12, it is near to look for potential 5-CDC producers (C;D) in G
such that (G − D;C) can be transformed into a 4-kernel not contained in BAD (then
(C;D) is a 5-CDC producer in G). This strategy will be applied in the next chapter.
We continue with providing some tools.
Let G be a 2,3-graph. A pseudo-2-edge colouring (P2EC) of G is a pair (F1; F2) of
disjoint subsets of E(G) with E(G)=F1+F2 such that (G[F1]; x)= (G[F2]; x)= 1 for
each vertex x of degree 2 and (G[F1]; x)2f0; 2g for each vertex x of
degree 3.
Lemma 13. Let G be a 2; 3-graph with !(G)= 4 such that there exists a P2ECof
G. Then G even has a P2EC (F1; F2) such that (G[F1]; x)= 0 for at most one
x2
(G)= fx2V (G); (G; x)= 3g.
Proof: Choose a P2EC (F1; F2) of G such that the cardinality of Z := fx2
(G);
(G[F1]; x)= 0g is minimal and dene Z :=
(G)− Z . Suppose for contradiction that
jZ j>2 and hence j Z j62.
Obviously, E(G) can be partitioned into disjoint sets A1; : : : ; An such that for each
i2f1; : : : ; ng, exactly one of the following conditions is satised:
(a) jV (G;Ai)\
(G)j=2 and Ai is the edge set of a path connecting the two members
of V (G;Ai) \ 
(G).
(b) Ai is a circuit with jV (G;Ai) \ 
(G)j=1.
(c) Ai is a circuit with V (G;Ai) \ 
(G)= ;.
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For u2fa; b; cg, dene Iu := fi2f1; : : : ; ng; Ai satises (u)g. Moreover, take a family
(fi)i2 Ia+Ib of pairwise distinct edges and let H be the graph with V (H)=
(G)=Z+
Z; E(H)= ffi; i2 Ia+Ibg, and V (H ;fi)=V (G;Ai)\
(G) for each i2 Ia+Ib. Clearly,
H is a 3-graph and thus jE(H)j=6.
For each x2 Z , choose ix 2f1; : : : ; ng such that Aix contains an edge of F1\ [x]G. Let
H 0 :=H − ffix ; x2 Zg. Then jE(H 0)j>4 and (H 0; x)62 for each x2 Z . Now by a
straightforward checking, we see that there exists a circuit D in H 0 with V (H 0;D)\Z 6=
;. Let C := Sfi 2D Ai. Then by construction, C is a circuit in G with V (G;C) \
Z 6= ; and for each x2V (G;C) − Z , one edge of C incident to x is contained
in F1 and the other one is contained in F2. Let F 01 := (F1 − C) + (C \ F2) and
F 02 := (F2−C)+(C \F1), i.e. change the colours in C. Then by construction, for each
x2V (G)−(V (G;C)\Z) and each j2f1; 2g, we have (G[F 0j ]; x)= (G[Fj]; x). More-
over, for each x2V (G;C)\Z , we obtain (G[F 01]; x)= 2. Hence (F 01; F 02) is a P2EC of
G and since V (G;C) \ Z 6= ;, we have obtained a contradiction to the minimality of
jZ j:
Lemma 14. Let G be a 3-graph of oddness 4. Then there exists a cycle C in G with
!(GC)= 4 and jV (G)− V (G;C)j61.
Proof: Take a cycle C0 in G with !(GC0)= 4 and let fA1; A2; A3; A4g :=
(GC0). For
each j2f1; : : : ; 4g, dene cj :=Aj if Aj is a vertex of G. If Aj is a circuit of C0, take
any cj 2V (G;Aj).
Let C1; : : : ; Cn be the circuits of C0. For each i2f1; : : : ; ng, dene Fi1; Fi2Ci as
follows. If jCij is even, then let (Fi1; Fi2) be a 2-edge colouring of G[Ci]. Otherwise
we have Ci=Aj for some j2f1; : : : ; 4g and hence we can choose disjoint Fi1; Fi2Ci
such that (G[Fi1]; cj)= 2; (G[F
i
2]; cj)= 0, and (G[F
i
1]; x)= (G[F
i
2]; x)= 1 for each
x2V (G;Ci)− cj.
For each j2f1; 2g, dene Fj :=
Sn
i= 1 F
i
j . Moreover, let F3 :=E(G) − C0. Then
by construction, G^ :=G[F1 + F3] is a 2,3-graph, 
(G^)= fc1; c2; c3; c4g, and (F1; F3)
is a P2EC of G^. Hence by Lemma 13, we nd a P2EC (F^1; F^3) of G^ such that
(G^[F^1]; cj)= 0 for at most one j2f1; 2; 3; 4g. Dene C := F^1 + F2. Then by con-
struction, C is easily seen to be a cycle of G as required.
In the next section, Lemma 14 will yield the rst components of 5-CDC produc-
ers (C;D) in certain graphs. To obtain the second components, we will need some
results of Okamura [9] and the author [4] about edge connectivity. A cycle D in a
graph H is called connected if the subgraph of H consisting of V (H ;D) and D is
connected.
Lemma 15 (Huck [4], Okamura [9]). Let H =(V; E) be a loopless graph and k>2
be an even number.
(a) Assume that H is k-edge connected. Then for any f; g2E; there exists a con-
nected cycle D in H with f; g2D such that H − D is k − 2-edge connected.
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(b) Assume that u is a vertex of degree k − 1 in H such that (H ; x; y)>k for all
x; y2V − u. Then for any f; g2E − [u]H ; there exists a connected cycle D in
H with f; g2D such that H − D is k − 2-edge connected.
Lemma 16. Let H be a strongly 3-edge connected graph with !(H)>4 and (H ; u)= 3
for at most one u2V (H). Then there exists a reducing connected cycle D in H with
jV (H ;D) \ 
(H)j>2.
Proof: Let L be the set of all loops in H .
Assume rst that H is a 4>-graph. Then since H is strongly 3-edge connected, we
easily obtain (H ;X; X )>4 for each cut (X; X ) of H , i.e. H is 4-edge connected. Thus
also H − L is 4-edge connected and hence by Lemma 15(a) with k := 4, we easily
obtain a cycle as required.
Now assume that there exists u2V (H) with (H ; u)= 3. Then for any distinct
x; y2V (H) − u, we have (H ; x)>4 and (H ;y)>4 and thus similarly, as above,
we obtain (H − L; x; y)= (H ; x; y)>4 and particularly, (H − L; x)>4 and (H −
L;y)>4. Take any distinct x; y2
(H)− u. Then there exist f2 [x]H − [u]H − L and
g2 [y]H − [u]H − L. Note that (H − L; u)= 3 since H − L is 3-edge connected. Now
using Lemma 15(b) with k := 4, we again obtain a cycle as required.
Finally, we present some simple tools which will help us to recognize bridgeless
graphs, chains, and good 4-pseudokernels.
Lemma 17. Let H be a graph with !(H)= 4 such that (H ; x; 
(H)− x)>2 for all
x2
(H). Then H is bridgeless.
Proof: Suppose that (X; X ) is a 1-cut of H . Then by reasons of parity, we may assume
that X \ 
(H)= fxg for some vertex x, contradicting (H ; x; 
(H)− x)>2.
Lemma 18. Let H be a graph; (Y; Y ) be a 3-cut of H with jY \ 
(H)j=1; and D
be a maximal reducing cycle in H. Then Y is a chain in H − D.
Proof: By reasons of parity and since H − D is bridgeless, (Y; Y ) is also a 3-cut in
H −D. Thus by Lemma 5(a), (H −D)= Y is irreducible and hence by Lemma 6, Y is
a chain in H − D.
Lemma 19. Let (G;C) be a 4-pseudokernel such that GC has a 26-cut (Y; Y ) with
jY \ 
(GC)j=2. Then (G;C) is good.
Proof: By Lemma 8(b), we may transform (G;C) into a 4-kernel (G?; C?). By in-
duction on the number of the applied elementary operations, it is easy to prove that
also G?C? contains a 2
6-cut as described in Lemma 19. Thus obviously, (G?; C?) is
not contained in BAD and hence by Lemmas 8(c) and 12, (G;C) is good.
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3. Proof of Theorem 1
We start with introducing some representations of graph{cycle pairs (G;C). As in
Section 2, by putting the symbol  inside a gure representing a circuit C0, we indicate
that C0 is a circuit of C. Moreover, we also represent circuits C0 of C by a circle.
Then the vertices of V (G;C0) may lie in any order on C0. If additionally, a number
n is written inside the circle, then we indicate that jC0j= n. For instance, assume that
(G;C) is represented by the following gure.
Then (G;C) is isomorphic to one of the following graph{cycle pairs.
Sometimes we draw vertices and edges inside a circle representing a circuit C0 of
C to indicated neighbourhood conditions in C0. For instance, assume that (G;C) is
represented by the following gure.
Then (G;C) is isomorphic to one of the following graph{cycle pairs.
We use the symbol  to indicate a vertex A of GC with (GC ;A)>3. Note that A is a
circuit of C or a vertex of V (G)− V (G;C) with (G;A)= 3. Now let C0 be a circuit
of C and x; y2V (G;C0) be distinct. Moreover, assume that there is a subdivided edge
in C0 connecting x and y, i.e. G[C0] contains an x; y-path P with (G; z)= 2 for each
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inner vertex z of P. Then we say x is close to y in (G;C). We represent such a path by
Clearly, when using such a symbol inside a circle representing a circuit of C, we
indicate a subdivided edge of this circuit.
In the following, for each graph H , we let I(H) denote the set of all isolated vertices
of H . Moreover, if (G;C) is a graph{cycle pair and Y V (GC), then we denote by
YC the subset of V (G) obtained from Y by replacing each circuit C0 of C contained
in Y by the vertices of V (G;C0). Similarly, for each subgraph H of GC , we let HC
denote the subgraph of G with vertex set V (H)C and edge set E(H) + ff;f2C0 for
some circuit C0 of C contained in V (H)g.
Now we prove Theorem 1. Let G be a bridgeless graph with (G)64. By Theorem
A and Lemma 2, we may assume that G is a strongly 3-edge connected 3-graph of
oddness 4. Moreover, by Lemma 4, it suces to prove that G contains a 5-CDC
producer. By Lemma 14, we obtain a cycle C in G with !(GC)= 4 and jV (G)
−V (G;C)j61. Since G is strongly 3-edge connected, we see that each circuit of C has
at least 4 edges. Thus (GC ;A)= 3 for at most one A2V (GC) and hence by Lemma
16, there exists a reducing connected cycle D? in GC with jV (GC ;D?) \
(GC)j>2.
Take any maximal reducing cycle D in GC with D?D and dene H :=GC − D.
Then H is irreducible and thus (G − D;C) is a 4-pseudokernel which can be trans-
formed into a 4-kernel by Lemma 8(b). Clearly, if (G − D;C) cannot be transformed
into a 4-kernel contained in BAD, then (C;D) is a 5-CDC producer in G by Lemma
8(c). Thus it suces to consider the following cases. In each case, we will construct
another maximal reducing cycle D0 in GC such that (G −D0; C) can be transformed
into a good 4-pseudokernel.
Case 1: (G −D;C) can be transformed into a 4-kernel isomorphic to (GI ; CI ). By
induction on the number of elementary operations needed to transform (G−D;C), we
easily obtain a circuit A of C, chains C1;C2;C3;C4 in H without isolated vertices,
and for each i2f2; 3; 4g, edges fi1; fi2 2 [Ci ; A]H and a C1;Ci-path Ri in H such that
(G−D;C) is represented by the following gure (some of the objects in CC1 indicated
by a  may coincide).
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For each i2f1; 2; 3; 4g, let Ai be the startvertex of Ci. Then 
(GC)= fA1; A2; A3; A4g
and thus since jV (G;D?) \ 
(GC)j>2 and by reasons of symmetry, we may assume
that A2 2V (GC ;D?). For each i2f2; 3; 4g, dene Ji to be the set of the inner vertices
of Ri and for each j2f1; 2g, let tij be the vertex of V (G;A) incident to fij in G.
Finally, let T := ftij; i2f2; 3; 4g; j2f1; 2gg.
Case 1.1: There exists an A2; A-path P in GC[D] − C3 − C4. Let b2V (G;A) be
incident in G to the last edge of P. By reasons of symmetry, we may assume that
G[A] contains a b; t21-path having at most one vertex of T as an inner vertex. Take a
C2-canonical A2; A-path Q in H ending with f22. Obviously, D^ :=D + E(Q) − E(P)
is a cycle in GC . Moreover, H^ :=GC − D^=H − E(Q) + E(P) is bridgeless (this is
easy to see by Lemma 17) and thus D^ is reducing. Take any maximal reducing cycle
D0 in GC with D^D0. We prove that (G − D0; C) can be transformed into a good
4-pseudokernel.
Clearly, (C3; C3) and (C4; C4) are 3-cuts in H^ and thus by Lemma 18, C3 and
C4 are chains in H 0 :=GC − D0 (note that D0 − D^ is a maximal reducing cycle in
H^). Hence obviously, by applying some elementary operations to (G − D0; C), we
may contract CC3 and C
C
4 to single vertices c3 and c4, respectively. Dene Y :=C1 +
C2 + J2 + J3 + J4 + I(H). Then (H 0;Y; Y )6(H^ ;Y; Y )= (H ;Y; Y )= 4. By Lemma
19, we may even assume that (H 0;Y; Y )= 4. Now (H 0;A)= (H ;A)= 6 follows
and we see that (G − D0; C) can be transformed into a graph{cycle pair (GT ; CT )
represented by one of the following gures where V (GT )=Z + V (GT ;AT ) + fc3; c4g
and V (GT ;AT )=T − t22 + b (in the leftmost gure, b is one of the vertices incident
to the upper horizontal edge of AT ).
We may assume that jV (GT )j + jE(GT )j is minimal with this property. Note
that (GT ; CT ) is a 4-pseudokernel by Lemma 8(a). If (GT ; CT ) is even a 4-kernel,
then obviously, (GT ; CT ) is not contained in BAD. Hence by Lemmas 8(a) and (b),
we may assume that an elementary operation can be applied to (GT ; CT ) to obtain an-
other 4-pseudokernel (G?T ; C
?
T ). Obviously, AT is not involved in this operation. Now
by the minimality of jV (GT )j + jE(GT )j, we easily see that (G?T )C?T must contain a
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26-cut (Y; Y ) with jY \ 
((G?T )C?T )j=2. Hence by Lemma 19, (G
?
T ; C
?
T ) is
good.
Case 1.2: There exists an A2;C3 + C4-path P in GC[D] − C1 − A. Let N be the
rst vertex of P that belongs to C3 + C4 and let M be the last vertex of A2PN that
belongs to C2 (recall that xPy denotes the x; y-subpath in P for all x; y2V (P)). By
reasons of symmetry, we may assume that N 2C3. Since the endvertices of R2 and
R3 are of degree at least 3 in H and since (C2 + C3) \ I(H)= ;, we easily obtain a
C2-canonical A2; A-path Q1 in H with M 2V (Q1) and a C3-canonical A3; A-path Q2 in
H with N 2V (Q2). Dene D^ :=D+E(MQ1A)+E(NQ2A)−E(MPN ). Then by Lemma
17, we see that D^ is a reducing cycle in GC and thus there exists a maximal reducing
cycle D0 in GC with D^D0. Again, we show that (G−D0; C) can be transformed into
a good 4-pseudokernel.
Obviously, for each i2f1; 2; 3; 4g; (Ci ; Ci) is a 3-cut in H^ :=GC − D^ and thus by
Lemma 18, Ci is a chain in H 0 :=GC − D0. Hence by applying some elementary
operations to (G − D0; C), we may contract CC1 ;CC2 ;CC3 ;CC4 to single vertices. The
result is again a 4-pseudokernel by Lemma 8(a) which can be further transformed into
a 4-kernel (GK; CK) by Lemma 8(b). Note that for each B2V (GC)−C1−C2−C3−C4,
we have (H 0;B)6(H^ ;B)64. Thus obviously, we also have ((GK)CK ;B)64 for all
B2V ((GK)CK ) − 
((GK)CK ). Now we easily see that (GK; CK) is not contained in
BAD.
Case 1.3: There exists a C1 + J3 + J4-canonical A1;C3 +C4-path Q in H and two
edge-disjoint A2; V (Q)-paths P1 and P2 in GC[D]−C3−C4−A (note that C1+J3+J4
is a chain in H). For each i2f1; 2g, let Ni 2V (Q) be the endvertex of Pi. Moreover,
let Q1 and Q2 be two edge-disjoint C2-canonical A2; A-paths in H and dene D^ : =D
+E(N1QN2) +E(Q1) +E(Q2)−E(P1)−E(P2). Then D^ is a reducing cycle in GC by
Lemma 17 and thus there exists a maximal reducing cycle D0 in GC with D^D0. Let
Y :=C1 + C2 + J2 + J3 + J4 + I(H). Then clearly, (GC − D0;Y; Y )62 and hence by
Lemma 19, (G − D0; C) is good.
Case 1.4: Neither Case 1.1 nor Case 1.2 nor Case 1.3. By the choice of D?, there
exist two edge-disjoint A2; Ai-paths P1 and P2 in GC[D?] for some i2f1; 3; 4g. We
may assume that V (P1) \ (C3 + C4 + A) 6= ; (if for each i2f1; 2g; V (Pi) \ (C3 + C4
+ A)= ;, then P1 and P2 are A2; A1-paths in GC[D] − C3 − C4 − A and thus we
have Case 1.3, a contradiction). Let N1 be the rst vertex of P1 that belongs to
C3 + C4 + A. Since Case 1.1 does not happen, by reasons of symmetry, we may
assume that N1 2C3. Moreover, let M1 be the last vertex of A2P1N1 that belongs
to C2.
As in Case 1.2, we obtain a C2-canonical A2, A-path Q1 in H containing M1 and
a C3-canonical A3, A-path Q2 containing N1. Dene D^ :=D+ E(M1Q1A) + E(N1Q2A)
−E(M1P1N1). Again by Lemma 17, D^ is a reducing cycle in GC and thus there exists
a maximal reducing cycle D0 in GC with D^D0. Moreover, by Lemma 18, we see that
C2;C3, and C4 are chains in H 0 :=GC −D0. Particularly, (H 0;A)= (GC − D^;A)= 4
and thus also C4 + A is a chain in H 0.
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By applying some elementary operations to (G − D0; C), we may contract CC2 ;CC3 ,
and (C4 + A)C to single vertices c2; c3, and c4, respectively. Moreover, by Lemmas
8(a) and (b), the resulting graph{cycle pair (GT ; CT ) is a 4-pseudokernel which can
be further transformed into a 4-kernel (GK; CK). We may assume that (GK; CK) is bad
(otherwise we have done Case 1.4). Note that (Gk ; c4; ci)>(GT ; c4; ci)= 1 for each
i2f2; 3g. Thus (GK; CK) is isomorphic to (GI ; CI ). Now we easily obtain a circuit A0 of
C and for each i2f1; 2; 3g, a chain C0i in H 0 with the startvertex Ai and C0i \ I(H 0)= ;
and a C4 + A;C0i -path R
0
i in H
0 such that (G − D0; C) is represented by the following
gure.
We prove that we have Case 1.1, 1.2, or 1.3 where D0; A0;C4+A;C02;C
0
3, and C
0
1 play the
roles of D; A;C1;C2;C3, and C4, respectively. Let F :=E(A2P1M1)+E(M1Q1A). Then
by construction, F  D0 − E(P2) and V (GC ;F) \ C4 = ;. Moreover, GC[F] contains
an A2, A-path P01. Clearly, V (P
0
1) \ C4 = ;. Therefore, we may assume that V (P01) \
(C01 + C
0
3 + A
0)= ; since otherwise we have Case 1.1 or 1.2 with exchanged roles as
indicated above.
Note that P2 is an A2; Ai-path in GC[D0] for some i2f1; 3; 4g. Thus there exists
the rst vertex N2 of P2 that belongs to C01 + C
0
3 + C4 + fA; A0g. We may assume
that N2 2C4 +A since otherwise we again have Case 1.1 or 1.2 with exchanged roles.
Dene P02 :=A2P2N2. Then P
0
1 and P
0
2 are edge-disjoint A2;C4 + A-paths in GC[D
0]
− C01 − C03 − A0.
For each i2f1; 2; 3g, let J 0i be the set of the inner vertices of R0i . Then C4+A+J 01+J 03
is a chain in H 0 and since the startvertex of R01 has degree at least 3 in H
0, we easily
obtain a C4 + A + J 01 + J
0
3-canonical A4; C
0
3-path Q
0 in H 0 containing A and N2. But
now we have Case 1.3 with exchanged roles since P01 and P
0
2 are A2; V (Q
0)-paths.
This completes the proof of Theorem 1 for Case 1.
Case 2: (G − D;C) can be transformed into a 4-kernel isomorphic to (GII ; GII ).
Then we easily obtain a circuit A of C, chains C1;C2;C3;C4 in H without isolated
vertices, a C1;C2-path R in H , edges fi1; fi2 2 [Ci ; A]H for each i2f1; 2g, and edges
fi1; fi2; fi3 2 [Ci ; A]H for each i2f3; 4g such that (G − D;C) is represented by the
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following gure.
Dene J to be the set of the inner vertices of R and for each i2f1; 2; 3; 4g, let
Ai be the startvertex of Ci. Moreover, for each pair i; j, let tij be the vertex of
V (G;A) incident to fij in G and dene T := ftij; i; j2f1; 2gg + ftij; i2f3; 4g; j2
f1; 2; 3gg.
Case 2.1: Ap 2V (GC ;D?) for some p2f1; 2g. Take q2f1; 2g − p. Then by the
choice of D?, for some N 2Cq+C3+C4+A, there exists an Ap, N -path P in GC[D?]
having only N in common with Cq + C3 + C4 + A.
Case 2.1.1: N 2Cq. Take a Cp-canonical Ap, A-path Q1 in H and a Cq-canonical
Aq; A-path Q2 in H with N 2V (Q2). Then by Lemma 17, we obtain a maximal reducing
cycle D0 in GC containing the cycle D^ :=D+ E(Q1) + E(NQ2A)− E(P). Let Y :=C1
+C2 + J + I(H). Then (GC −D0;Y; Y )6(GC − D^;Y; Y )62 and hence (G −D0; C)
is good by Lemma 19.
Case 2.1.2: N 2C3 + C4. By reasons of symmetry, we may assume that N 2C3.
Take a Cp-canonical Ap; A-path Q1 in H and a C3-canonical A3; A-path Q2 in H
with N 2V (Q2). Then by Lemma 17, we obtain a maximal reducing cycle D0 in
GC containing the cycle D^ :=D + E(Q1) + E(NQ2A)− E(P). Then for each C2fCp
+ J + I(H);Cq;C3;C4g; (C; C) is a 3-cut in GC − D^ and thus by Lemma 18, we
see that C is a chain in GC − D0. But now we can transform (G − D0; C) into a
4-kernel (GK; CK) represented by the following gure (the gure illustrates the case
p=1; the case p=2 is symmetrical to it). Obviously, (GK; CK) is not contained
in BAD.
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Case 2.1.3: N =A. Let b2V (G;A) be incident to the last edge of P in G. By reasons
of symmetry, we may assume that b in contained in the t21; t22-path of G[A] passing
through t41; t12; t32; t33 in this order. If p=1, then take a C1-canonical A1; A-path Q in
H ending with f11. If p=2 and b is contained in the t22; t33-path of G[A] having only
t22 and t33 in common with T , then take a C2-canonical A2; A-path Q in H ending with
f21. In the remaining case, take a C2-canonical, A2; A-path Q in H ending with f22.
In any case, by Lemma 17, we obtain a maximal reducing cycle D0 in GC containing
the cycle D+E(Q)−E(P). By Lemma 18, we see that Cp+ J + I(H);Cq;C3, and C4
are chains in GC−D0 and thus we may transform (G−D0; C) into a 4-kernel (GK; CK)
represented by one of the following gures. Obviously, in any case, (GK; CK) is not
contained in BAD.
Case 2.2: A1; A2 62V (G;D?).
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Case 2.2.1: For some pair p; q with fp; qg= f3; 4g; there exists an Ap;C1 + C2
+ Cq-path P in GC[D] − J − A. By reasons of symmetry, we may assume that P
is an A3; C1 + C2 + C4-path. Moreover we may assume that P has only its end-
vertex N in common with C1 + C2 + C4. Take r 2f1; 2; 4g with N 2Cr . Moreover,
take a C3-canonical A3; A-path Q1 in H and a Cr-canonical Ar; A-path Q2 in H
with N 2V (Q2). Then by Lemma 17, we obtain a maximal reducing cycle D0 in
GC containing the cycle D + E(Q1) + E(NQ2A) − E(P). By Lemma 18, we see that
C1 +J;C2;C3 + I(H), and C4 are chains in GC−D0 and thus (G−D0; C) can be trans-
formed into a 4-kernel (GK; CK) represented by one of the following gures. Obviously,
in any case, (GK; CK) is not contained in BAD.
Case 2.2.2: For some pair p; q with fp; qg= f3; 4g, there exist two edge-disjoint
Ap; A-paths P1 and P2 in GC[D] − C1 − C2 − Cq − J . By reasons of symmetry, we
may assume that P1 and P2 are A3; A-paths in GC[D]− C1 − C2 − C4 − J . For each
i2f1; 2g, let bi 2V (G;A) be the vertex incident in G to the last edge of Pi. Moreover,
take three pairwise edge-disjoint C3-canonial A3; A-paths Q1; Q2; Q3 in H such that Qi
ends with f3i for each i2f1; 2; 3g.
Assume that bi is close to t32 or to t33 in (G − D;C) for some i2f1; 2g. Then
by Lemma 17, we obtain a maximal reducing cycle D0 in GC containing the cycle
D + E(Q1) − E(Pi). By Lemma 18, C1 + J; C2;C3 + I(H), and C4 are chains in
GC −D0 and thus (G−D0; C) can be transformed into a 4-kernel (GK; CK) represented
by the following gure. Obviously, (GK; CK) is not contained in BAD.
Next assume that b1 and b2 are both close to t31 in (G − D;C). Then by Lemma
17, we obtain a reducing cycle D0 in GC containing the cycle D + E(Q2) + E(Q3)
− E(P1)− E(P2). Now we obtain a good transformation of (G −D0; C) as in the last
paragraph.
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Hence and by reasons of symmetry, we may assume that b1 is not close to t3i
in (G − D;C) for any i2f1; 2; 3g. By Lemma 17, we obtain a maximal reducing
cycle D0 in GC containing the cycle D + E(Q2)− E(P1). Now as above, we see that
(G − D0; C) can be transformed into a 4-kernel (GK; CK) represented by one of the
following gures. Obviously, (GK; CK) is not contained in BAD in any case.
Case 2.2.3: Neither Case 2.2.1 nor Case 2.2.2. Note that V (GC ;D?)\
(H)= fA3; A4g
since we have Case 2.2. Thus GC[D?] contains two edge-disjoint A3; A4-paths. Now
by Case 2.2.3, we easily obtain an A3; J -path P1 in GC[D]−C1−C2−C4−A and an
A4; J -path P2 in GC[D]−C1−C2−C3−A. Clearly, we may assume that each Pi has
only its endvertex Ni in common with J . Note that (V (P1)− N1) \ (V (P2)− N2)= ;
since otherwise we have Case 2.2.1. For each i2f1; 2g, dene C0i+2 =Ci+2+V (Pi)−Ni,
let Qi be a Ci+2-canonical Ai; A-path in H , and let Mi 2Ci \ V (R) for each i2f1; 2g
(i.e. R is an M1; M2-path).
Assume that N1 =N2. Then by Lemma 17, we obtain a maximal reducing cycle
D0 in GC containing the cycle D + E(Q1) + E(Q2) − E(P1) − E(P2). Dene C0i : =
Ci + V (MiRN1)− N1 for each i2f1; 2g. Then by Lemma 18, C01; C02;C03, and C04 are
chains in GC −D0 and hence (G−D0; C) can be transformed into a 4-kernel (GK; CK)
represented by the following gure. Obviously, (GK; CK) is not contained in BAD.
Next assume that N1 6= N2. By reasons of symmetry, we may assume that N1 is a
predecessor of N2 in R. By Lemma 17, we obtain a maximal reducing cycle D0 in
GC containing the cycle D + E(Q1) + E(Q2) + E(N1RN2) − E(P1) − E(P2). Dene
C0i : =Ci + V (MiRNi) for each i2f1; 2g. Then by Lemma 18, C01;C02;C03, and C04 are
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chains in GC −D0 and hence (G−D0; C) can be transformed into a 4-kernel (GK; CK)
represented by the following gure. Again, (GK; CK) is not contained in BAD.
This completes the proof of Theorem 1 for Case 2.
Case 3: (G − D;C) can be transformed into a 4-kernel isomorphic to (GIII ; CIII )
or (GIV ; CIV ). Then we easily obtain a circuit A of C, chains C1;C2; C3; C4 in H
without isolated vertices and edges fi1; fi2; fi3 2 [Ci ; A]H for each i2f1; 2; 3; 4g such
that (G − D;C) is represented by the following gure.
For each i2f1; 2; 3; 4g, let Ai be the startvertex of Ci and for each j2f1; 2; 3g, let
tij 2V (G;A) be incident to fij in G. By reasons of symmetry, we may assume that
A1 2V (GC ;D?). Dene T := ftij; i2f1; 2; 3; 4g; j2f1; 2; 3gg.
Case 3.1: There exists an A1;C2 + C3 + C4-path P in GC[D] − A. Clearly, we
may assume that P has only its endvertex N in common with C2 + C3 + C4. Choose
p2f2; 3; 4g with N 2Cp. Moreover, take a C1-canonical A1; A-path Q1 ending with
f13 and a Cp-canonical Ap; A-path Q2 containing N . Then by Lemma 17, we obtain a
maximal reducing cycle D0 in GC containing the cycle D+E(Q1) +E(NQ2A)−E(P).
By Lemma 18, C1 + I(H);C2;C3, and C4 are chains in GC −D0 and thus (G−D0; C)
can be transformed into a 4-kernel (GK; CK) represented by the following gure (the
gure illustrated the case p=2; the other cases are symmetrical to it). Obviously,
(GK; CK) is not contained in BAD.
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Case 3.2: Not Case 3.1. Then since Ai 2V (GC ;D?) for some i2f2; 3; 4g, we easily
obtain two edge-disjoint A1; A-paths P1 and P2 in GC[D] − C2 − C3 − C4. For each
i2f1; 2g, let bi 2V (G;A) be incident in G to the last edge of Pi. Moreover, take three
pairwise edge-disjoint C1-canonical A1; A-paths Q1; Q2; Q3 in H such that Qi ends with
f1i for each i2f1; 2; 3g.
Assume that bi is close to t11 or to t12 in (G − D;C) for some i2f1; 2g. Then
by Lemma 17, we obtain a maximal reducing cycle D0 in GC containing the cycle
D+ E(Q3)− E(Pi). By Lemma 18, C1 + I(H);C2;C3, and C4 are chains in GC −D0
and hence (G−D0; C) can be transformed into a 4-kernel (GK; CK) represented by the
following gure. Obviously, (GK; CK) is not contained in BAD.
Next assume that b1 and b2 are both close to t13 in (G − D;C). Then by Lemma 17,
we obtain a maximal reducing cycle D0 in GC containing the cycle D+E(Q1)+E(Q2)
− E(P1)− E(P2). Now we obtain a good transformation of (G −D0; C) as in the last
paragraph.
Hence and by reasons of symmetry, we may assume that b1 is not close to t1i in
(G−D;C) for any i2f1; 2; 3g. By Lemma 17, there exists a maximal reducing cycle D0
in GC containing the cycle D+E(Q1)−E(P1). Now as above, we see that (G−D0; C)
can be transformed into a 4-kernel (GK; CK) represented by the following gure where
the three vertices in the left upper part of the circle are pairwise not neighboured in
GK [CK ] just as the three vertices in the right lower part (to see this, note that t13 is not
close to t1i in (G −D;C) for each i2f1; 2g and that for any distinct i; j2f1; 2; 3g; t4i
is not close to t4j in (G − D;C)). Obviously, (GK; CK) is not contained in BAD.
This completes the proof of Theorem 1 for Case 3.
Case 4: (G −D;C) can be transformed into a 4-kernel isomorphic to (GV ; CV ) or
(GVI ; CVI ). Then we easily obtain circuits A; B of C, chains C1;C2;C3;C4 in H without
isolated vertices, and an A; B-path R in H such that (G − D;C) is represented by the
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following gure.
Let J be the set of the inner vertices of R and for each i2f1; 2; 3; 4g, let Ai be the
startvertex of Ci. By reasons of symmetry, we may assume that A1 2V (GC ;D?) and
thus GC[D] contains an A1;C2 +C3 +C4 +fA; Bg+J -path P having only its endvertex
N in common with C2 + C3 + C4 + fA; Bg+ J .
Case 4.1: N 2C2 + C3 + C4. Let p2f2; 3; 4g with N 2Cp, take a Cp-canonical
Ap; fA; Bg-path Q1 in H with N 2V (Q1), and let M be the endvertex of Q1, i.e.
M 2fA; Bg. Moreover, let Q2 be a C1-canonical A1; M -path in H . Then by Lemma
17, there exists a maximal reducing cycle D0 in GC containing the cycle D^ :=D
+ E(NQ1M) + E(Q2)− E(P). By Lemma 18, C1 + I(H);C2;C3, and C4 are chains in
H 0 :=GC−D0 and thus (H 0;M)= (GC−D^;M)= (H ;M)−2 and (H 0;M 0)= (GC−
D^;M 0)= (H ;M 0) for M 0 2fA; Bg − M . Hence obviously, E(R)E(H 0). Moreover,
if p2f2; 3g and M =B, then C4 + B is a chain in H 0. Thus we may transform
(G − D0; C) into a 4-kernel (GK; CK) represented by one of the following gures.
Obviously, (GK; CK) is not contained in BAD.
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Case 4.2: N 2fA; Bg. Take M 2fA; Bg − N and a C1-canonical A1; M -path Q in
H . Then by Lemma 17, there exists a maximal reducing cycle D0 in GC containing
the cycle D + E(Q) + E(R) − E(P). Dene C04 :=C4 + B if N =A, and C04 :=C4 if
N =B. Then by Lemma 18, C1 + I(H);C2;C3, and C04 are chains in GC − D0. Thus
(G − D0; C) can be transformed into a 4-kernel (GK; CK) represented by one of the
following gures. Obviously, (GK; CK) is not contained in BAD.
Case 4.3: N 2 J . Take a C1-canonical A1; A-path Q in H . Then by Lemma 17, we
obtain a maximal reducing cycle D0 in GC containing the cycle D+E(Q)+E(ARN )−
E(P). By Lemma 18, C1 + I(H)+V (NRB)−B;C2;C3, and C4 are chains in GC −D0
and thus we can transform (G − D0; C) into a 4-kernel (GK; CK) represented by the
following gure. Obviously, (GK; CK) is not contained in BAD.
Now the proof of Theorem 1 is complete.
4. Proof of Lemma 9
In this section, we present algorithms that can be used to prove Lemma 9 with
the aid of a computer. All these algorithms were implemented on an IBM-compatible
personal computer using the programming-language TURBO-C. The programs can be
received by the author. The total calculation time of these programs was a few hours.
Our aim is to construct lists of graphs and graph{cycle pairs as described in the
sketch of the proof of Lemma 9. Particularly, we take care of not generating objects that
are isomorphic to a former generated one (this provision also shortens the calculation
time). First we produce a set of pairwise nonisomorphic 4-kernel contractions which
contains an isomorphic copy of each 4-kernel contraction with at most 10 vertices.
We continue with some preliminaries. For each set M , we denote by F(M) the set
of all nite sequences of elements of M and we dene inductively F0(M) :=M and
Fk+1(M) :=F(Fk(M)) for all integers k>0. If S =(S1; : : : ; Sn)2Fk(M) for some
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k>1, then S1; : : : ; Sn are called the components of S. We dene PERM(M) to be the
group of all permutations of M , i.e. the group of all bijective mappings from M into
M . Clearly, the group operation of PERM(M) is the composition of mappings, i.e.
for any ’;  2PERM(M), the permutation ’ is given by (’ )(x)=’( (x)) for each
x2M .
As usual, N := f1; 2; 3; : : :g denotes the set of the natural numbers. Moreover, we
let < denote the lexicographic ordering on F(N), i.e. if S =(a1; : : : ; an) and T =
(b1; : : : ; bm) are nite sequences of natural numbers, then S <T if n<m and aj = bj
for each j6n or if there exists i6minfn; mg such that ai <bi and aj = bj for all j< i.
Using this ordering on F(N), we dene analogously the lexicographic orderings on
F2(N)=F(F(N)), on F3(N), etc. which we also denote by <. As usual, in any
case, we write S6T i S <T or S =T .
Let S =(S1; : : : ; Sn)2Fk(N) for some k>1. Then clearly, there exists 2PERM(f1;
: : : ; ng) such that S(1)6S(2)6   6S(n). Dene S< := (S(1); : : : ; S(n)) (of course, S<
is unique). If S = S<, then S is called increasing.
In the following, we consider two graphs H and H 0 as equal if V (H)=V (H 0) and
(H ; x; y)= (H 0; x; y) for all x; y2V (H). Let H =(V; E) be a graph with V N. Then
an increasing sequence ((a1; b1); : : : ; (an; bn))2F2(V ) is called a representation of H
if ai6bi for all i6n and if for any a; b2V with a6b, there are exactly (H ; a; b)
indices i2f1; : : : ; ng with ai= a and bi= b. Clearly, H has a unique representation
which we denoted by R(H) and H is uniquely determined by V and R(H). We call
a graph H 0 an augmentation of H if H 0 is a supergraph of H with V (H 0)=V (i.e.
H is a spanning subgraph of H 0) and if R(H 0) starts with R(H).
Let ’2PERM(V ). Then we denote by ’(H) the graph H 0 with V (H 0)=V and
(H 0;’(a); ’(b))= (H ; a; b) for any a; b2V . Clearly, ’ is an H;’(H)-isomorphism.
Furthermore, for each sequence R=((a1; b1); : : : ; (an; bn))2F2(V ), we dene
’<(R) := ((’(a1); ’(b1))<; : : : ; (’(An); ’(bn))<)<. Then obviously, R(’(H))=
’<(R(H)).
Let  be a subgroup of PERM(V ). Then we call H -minimal if R(H)6R(’(H))
for each ’2. Since  is a nite group, it is easy to see that there always exists
’2 such that (H) is -minimal (choose ’2 such that R(’(H)) is minimal
referring to < and note that  ’2 and ( ’)(H)=  (’(H)) for all  2).
Lemma 20. Let H =(V; E) be a graph with V N and let  be a subgroup of
PERM(V ) such that H contains a -minimal augmentation. Then also H is
-minimal.
Proof: Let ’2. We prove R(H)6<(R(H)). Take a -minimal augmentation H 0
of H and dene R :=R(H) and R0 :=R(H 0). Then there exist integers m; n>0 with
m6n such that R=((a1; b1); : : : ; (am; bm)) and R0=((a1; b1); : : : ; (an; bn)) for some
vertices ai; : : : ; an; b1; : : : ; bn 2V . For each i2f1; : : : ; ng, let vi := (’(ai); ’(bi))<. Then
there exist 2PERM(f1; : : : ; mg) and 2PERM(f1; : : : ; ng) such that ’<(R)=
(v(1); : : : ; v(m)) and ’<(R0)= (v(1); : : : ; v(n)). Dene R? := (v(1); : : : ; v(m)).
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We prove that R?6’<(R). Suppose that not. Then there exists i2f1; : : : ; mg such
that v(i)<v(i) and v( j) = v( j) for all j< i. Hence we obtain k 2fi+ 1; i+ 2; : : : ; ng
with v(i) = v(k). But now we see that ’<(R0) is not increasing, a contradiction.
Note that R06’<(R0) since H 0 is -minimal. Particularly, we obtain
R6R?6’<(R).
Let n>4 be an integer and 
 := f1; 2; 3; 4g. Moreover, let n be the set of all
’2PERM(f1; : : : ; ng) with ’(i)2
 for each i2
. Clearly, n is a subgroup of
PERM(f1; : : : ; ng). We dene Hn to be the set of all 4-kernel contractions H such
that V (H)= f1; : : : ; ng; 
(H)=
, and H is n-minimal. Then clearly,Hn contains an
isomorphic copy of each 4-kernel contraction H with jV (H)j= n and hence to prove
Lemma 9(a), we only have to investigate H10. Moreover, Hn consists of pairwise
nonisomorphic elements (to see this, note that if H1; H2 2Hn are isomorphic, then
R(H1)6R(’(H1))=R(H2) for some ’2n and analogously, R(H2)6R(H1)). Fi-
nally, as already shown in the sketch of the proof of Lemma 9, we have the following.
Lemma 21. Let H 2Hn for some n>4. Then for each circuit D in H with jDj63,
there exists x2V (H ;D) with (H ; x)= 3.
To obtain Hn for n2f4; 5; : : : ; 10g, we can use the procedures GENGRAPH and
TESTGRAPH. The following descriptions of these procedures are self-explaining and
comments are given in italic letters. Two global variables N and GRAPH are used
which always contain a xed nonnegative integer and a set of graphs, respectively.
Moreover, a graph H with vertex set f1; : : : ; Ng is handled. It is recommendable to
represent this graph by its representation R(H) and by an incidence list.
GENGRAPH
This procedure generates each augmentation H 0 2HN of H with jE(H 0)j> j(E(H)j
and adds it to GRAPH. Thus to obtain Hn for some n2f4; : : : ; 10g, we just have
to initialize N := n, GRAPH := ;, V (H) := f1; : : : ; ng, and E(H) := ; and then to
execute GENGRAPH. After nishing, GRAPH contains Hn.
If E(H)= ;, let (u; v) := (0; 0). Otherwise let (u; v) be the last component of R(H).
For all a; b2f1; : : : ; Ng with a<b and (u; v)6(a; b) do
Add an edge f connecting a and b to H .
I.e. R(H) is lengthened by (a; b). Note that each graph of HN is loopless.
Execute TESTGRAPH.
If ‘H is in HN ’ is returned, add H to GRAPH.
If ‘no augmentation of H is in HN ’ is returned, do nothing.
If ‘H is not yet in HN ’ is returned, execute GENGRAPH.
Note that if H2HN , then we need not look for augmentations H 0 2HN of
H with jE(H 0)j> j(E(H)j. Such a graph H 0 cannot be irreducible since
H is bridgeless and 
(H 0)=
=
(H).
Remove f from H .
End for
End of GENGRAPH
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TESTGRAPH
This procedure tests whether H is already in HN or whether perhaps an augmenta-
tions of H could be in HN .
Let ((a1; b1); : : : ; (am; bm)) :=R(H).
We start with some simple checks on possible augmentations of H in HN .
These test ensure a short calculation time of GENGRAPH. Of course, we can
shorten the calculation time even more by adding some more tests. But it is
not our intention to create an optimal algorithm.
If at least one of the following conditions is satised, then return ‘no augmen-
tation of H is in HN ’.
 1<am65 and (H ; am − 1) is even or less than 3.
 am>6 and (H ; am − 1) is odd or less than 4.
Clearly, in these cases, no augmentation H 0 of H is a 3>-graph with 
(H 0)=
.
If each of the following conditions is satised, then return ‘no augmentation of
H is in HN ’.
 bm >am + 1.
 bm 6= 5.
 (H ; bm)= (H ; am; bm)>(H ; bm − 1)= (H ; am; bm − 1).
Assume that all these conditions are satised. Take ’2N that exchanges
bm and bm − 1, i.e. ’(bm)= bm − 1, ’(bm − 1)= b, and ’(x)= x for each
x2f1; : : : ; Ng − fbm; bm − 1g. Then R(’(H))<R(H) easily follows and thus
by Lemma 20, no augmentation of H is N -minimal.
If 1<am64 and bm <b1, then return ‘no augmentation of H is in HN ’.
To see this, take ’2N that exchanges 1 and am. Then R(’(H))<R(H)
and hence as above, no augmentation of H is N -minimal.
If H contains a circuit D with jDj63 such that (H ; x)>4 for each x2V (H ;D),
then return ‘no augmentation of H is in HN ’.
Recall Lemma 21.
If at least one of the following conditions is satised, then return ‘H is not yet
in HN ’.
 There exists x64 such that (H ; x) is even or less than 3.
 There exists x>5 such that (H ; x) is odd or less than 4.
 H contains a bridge.
Since V (H) is always relatively small, we can check the last condition in a
straightforward manner by investigating all cuts of H . But of course, we can
also use an ecient standard algorithm.
Now H is a bridgeless 3>-graph and 
(H)=
.
If H contains a nontrivial 36-cut (X; X ) with jX \ 
j61, then return ‘no aug-
mentation of H is in HN ’.
Suppose for contradiction that in this case, HN contains an augmentation H 0
of H . Then E(H) 6= E(H 0) since H is not specially edge connected. Note that
H is bridgeless and that 
(H)=
=
(H 0). Hence H 0 is not irreducible, a
contradiction.
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Now H is specially edge connected. The next two tests can be implemented in
a straightforward manner.
If H contains a circuit D with (H − D;X; X ) 6= 1 for each cut (X; X ) of H ,
then return ‘no augmentation of H is in HN ’.
Clearly, in this case, D is a reducing circuit in H . Moreover, D is also a
reducing circuit in each augmentation H 0 of H since E(H 0)− E(H) is a cycle
in H 0.
Now H is a 4-kernel contraction.
If R(H)6’<(R(H)) for each ’2N , then return ‘H is in HN ’.
Otherwise return ‘no augmentation of H is in HN .’
Again by Lemma 20, no augmentation of H is N -minimal in the last case.
End of TESTGRAPH
It turns out that H10 = ; and hence we have Lemma 9(a). Additionally, we ob-
tain jH4j=7, jH5j=13, jH6j=21, jH7j=29, jH8j=27, and jH9j=12. Now us-
ing H4; : : : ;H9, we will prove Lemma 9(b). Note that for each 4-kernel (G;C) with
jV (GC)j69, the graph GC is isomorphic to exactly one element of
H4 +   +H9.
We need some more preliminaries. For each graph H =(V; E), we dene AUT(H) to
be the group all automorphisms of H , i.e. the group of all H;H -isomorphism. Clearly,
AUT(H) is a subsgroup of PERM(V ).
Let n>1 be a natural number and Ln be the graph with vertex set f1; : : : ; ng and
edge set ff1; : : : ; fng such that f1; : : : ; fn are pairwise distinct and V (Ln;fi)= fi; i+1g
for all i6n where n + 1 :=1, i.e. E(Ln) is a circuit in Ln. Then we call a sequence
S =(a1; : : : ; an)2F(N) circuit-minimal if S6(a(1); : : : ; a(n)) for each 2AUT(Ln).
Since AUT(Ln) is a nite group, for each S =(a1; : : : ; an)2F(N), we easily obtain
2AUT(Ln) such that (a(1); : : : ; a(n)) is circuit minimal. This sequence is always
unique and denoted by Scm.
Let H 2Hn for some n>4. Then clearly, V (H)= f1; : : : ; ng. We dene V 3(H) : =
fk 2V (H); (H ; k)= 3g and V>4(H) := fk 2V (H); (H ; k)>4g=V (H) − V 3(H).
Moreover, for each k 2V (H), we call a sequence (j1; : : : ; j(H ;k))2F(N (H ; k)) a
neighbour sequence of k in H if jfi6(H ; k); ji= jgj= (H ; j; k) for all j2V (H)
(recall that H is loopless).
A sequence S=(S1; : : : ;Sn)2F2(N) is called a 4-kernel scheme if n>4 and if
there exists HS 2Hn such that Sk is a circuit-minimal neighbour sequence of k in
HS for each k 2V (HS) (note that HS is unique since S is some kind of incidence
list of HS). Now let S=((jk;1; : : : ; j1; 1 ); : : : ; (jn;1; : : : ; jn;n)) be a 4-kernel scheme,
(G;C) be a 4-kernel, and  be an HS, GC-isomorphism. Dene Ak := f (k)g for each
k 2V 3(HS) and Ak :=V (G;  (k)) for each k 2V>4(HS) (note that  (k) is a circuit
of C i k 2V>4(HS)). Then  is called an S; (G;C)-correspondence if for each
k 2V>4(HS), there exists a numbering fak;1; : : : ; ak;kg of Ak such that (G[ (k)];
ak; i; ak; i+1)= 1 and (G; ak; i; Ajk; i)= 1 for all i6k where k + 1 :=1. The following
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gure illustrates this situation.
A 4-kernel scheme S is called a scheme of a 4-kernel (G;C) if there exists an
S; (G;C)-correspondence. It is easy to see that each 4-kernel has a scheme and that
isomorphic 4-kernels have the same schemes. Note that for each H 2H4 +H5 +   ,
we have (H ; i; j)61 for any distinct i; j2V>4(H) by Lemma 21. Now it is also easy
to see that up to isomorphisms, each 4-kernel can be ‘reconstructed’ by each of its
scheme, i.e. nonisomorphic 4-kernels have no common scheme.
Let S=((j1;1; : : : ; j1; 1 ); : : : ; (jn;1; : : : ; jn;n)) be a 4-kernel scheme. Then for each
’2AUT(HS), we dene ’cm(S)= (S01; : : : ;S0n) by S0’(k) := (’(jk;1); : : : ; ’(jk;k ))cm
for all k 2V (HS). Obviously, ’cm(S) is always a 4-kernel scheme with H’cm(S) =HS.
Now assume that  is an S; (G;C)-correspondence for some 4-kernel (G;C). Then
for each ’2AUT(HS), the composition  ’−1 of  and the inverse ’−1 of ’ is eas-
ily seen to be a ’cm(S); (G;C)-correspondence. Conversely, if  0 is an S0; (G;C)-
correspondence for some scheme S0 of (G;C), then HS=HS0 (since H4 + H5
+    consists of pairwise nonisomorphic graphs) and thus we easily see that ’ :=
( 0)−1 2AUT(HS) and S0=’cm(S). Hence the schemes of each 4-kernel
isomorphic to (G;C) are just the 4-kernel schemes ’cm(S) with ’2AUT(HS).
A 4-kernel scheme S is called minimal if S6’cm(S) for all ’2AUT(HS). Since
AUT(HS) is always a nite group and by the above remarks, we see that each 4-kernel
has a minimal scheme. Moreover, if S and S0 are minimal schemes of two isomorphic
4-kernels (G;C) and (G0; C0), respectively, then S=S0 since S6’cm(S)=S0 for
some ’2AUT(HS) and analogously, S06S.
For each minimal 4-kernel scheme S, take any 4-kernel (GS; CS) having the scheme
S (clearly, such 4-kernels exist). Moreover, for each integer n>4, we let Kn denote
the set of all 4-kernels (GS; CS) where S is a minimal 4-kernel scheme with HS 2Hn
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(i.e. S has exactly n components) and we dene Bn to be the set of all bad 4-kernels
contained in Kn. Then by the above remarks, we easily see that each 4-kernel (G;C)
with jV (GC)j= n is isomorphic to exactly one element of Kn. Hence to prove Lemma
9(b), we only have to investigate the elements of K4 +   +K9.
To obtain Kn and Bn for n2f4; : : : ; 9g, we just have to execute the following
straightforward procedure GENKERNEL after initializing the global variable N := n.
In the following description of GENKERNEL, comments are again given in italic
letters.
GENKERNEL
This procedure generates the elements of KN and BN and collects them in the set
variables KERNEL and BAD respectively.
Let KERNEL := ; and BAD := ; .
For each H 2HN do
Produce AUT(H).
This can be implemented in a straightforward manner.
For each S=(S1; : : : ;SN )2F2(f1; : : : ; Ng) such that Sk is a circuit-minimal
neighbour-sequence of k in H for all k 2f1; : : : ; Ng do
If S6’cm(S) for each ’2AUT(H) do
Add (GS; CS) to KERNEL.
If GS is not 3-edge colourable, then add (GS; CS) to BAD.
Recall Lemma 3(a). The test of the 3-edge colourability of GS can
be implemented in a straightforward manner by checking all possible
assignments of three colours to the edges. It is recommendable to try
to colour the edges of CS rst. This methods turns out to work quite fast.
Else do nothing.
End if
End for
End for
End of GENKERNEL
It turns out that up to isomorphisms, B4 +    + B9 consists exactly of the 6
graph-cycle pairs listed in Lemma 9(b). The proves Lemma 9(b). Additionally, we ob-
tain jK4j=45, jK5j=1314, jK6j=6936, jK7j=11753, jK8j=7454, and jK9j=
1659. Combining this result with Lemma 11, we see that up to isomorphisms, the
number of all 4-kernels is exactly 29 161.
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